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CHAPTER I
THE PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study is to ascertain what Paul
\
,
means by the phrase A•J•Kt1 A-.Tp,••• 1 and what its implications are for the worshiping Christian community.

This

phrase occurs only once in Paul, but at an important transitional point in the epistle to the Romans (12:1).

No-

where else in the New Testament or the Greek translation
of the Old Testament does this phrase appear.

In fact

the combination logike latreia did not appear in any of the
literature or material investigated.
The word ~•r•K:s 2 is found only in Rom. 12:1 and
1 Peter 2:2 in all of Greek biblical literature.

Logikos,

a favorite word of the early Greek philosophers, was used
in their polemic against the crude rituals of sacrifice in
popular religions. 3 In the use of the word logikos processes which led either to the outright rejection of the
cult and its sacrifices or to their spiritualization can be
1Hereafter logike latreia.

2Hereafter logikos.

3 o. easel says that, already with the inception of

Greek philosophy, men like Pythagoras (d. 496 B.C.),
Heraclitus (544-484 B.C.), and Empedocles (495-435 B.C.)
said that those offering bloody sacrifice did no\ know the
gods according to their being; cf. 11Die ~•J'"" e..... der ~tiken
Mystik in christlichliturgisoher Umdeutung, 11 Jahrbuch fiir
Litur,iewissenschaft (Munster, Westf.: Aschendorff, 1924),

fv, :, .

2

traced. 4
Logikos is an adjective formed from the same root as
Logos.

The Logos for the Hellenists was the ordering prin-

ciple pervading all the world.

The only possible source of

this term for Paul is the Hellenistic world.

However, the

question is whether there is anything in common between the
connotations in Paul's use of the term and what the Hellenists mean by it.

If not, then the question remains as to

what Paul means by logikos and what it says about latreia.
A survey of New Testament translations and lexicons
shows that logik! latreia is difficult to translate because
of the lack of clarity as to the meaning of logikos.

Two

renderings occur often: rational and spiritual (worship or
service).

If the translation of logikos is based on its

Hellenistic background, then in Paul either "rational" or
"spiritual" would be the most likely choice.

It would be

difficult on the basis of Paul, who uses logikos only once,
to establish a meaning for the word apart from its currency
in Hellenism.

The investigation of sacrifice is an important part of

,

this study.
Rom. 12:1.

Logikos is in cl.ose proximity to

evr.1.a;

in

Paul says that the body presented as a sacrifice

4 11 spiritual." in connection with sacrifice in this paper
means "of the spirit" as opposed to "material, outward, sensual" and has no reference to the Holy Spirit of Christian
faith.

3

which is living, holy, and well-pleasing to God is logik~
latreia.

The paper includes a general survey of the role

of sacrifice among Paul's predecessors and contemporaries.
As the conclusion of this paper shows, the concept of sacrifice is very helpful in delineating what Paul means by
logike latreia and for contrasting Paul's view of worship
with both the Hellenistic and post-exilic Judaic understanding.

Paul has no argument with the Old Testament.
In the Corpus Hermeticum the phrase >-•1•"~ 811rl2 is used

to describe a sacrifice that is spiritualized.

Since logikos

and thusia are closely associated by Paul in Rom. 12:1, an
interpreter is tempted to see a conceptual relationship and
a similar concern between Paul and the Hermetic writer in
regard to sacrifice and to conclude that Paul
the concept of sacrifice and the cultus. 116

11 ethicises.

• •

Other interpret-

ers hold that Paul is saying that the true Christian cult is
the sacrifice of the body. 7 Another possibility is to let the
5The phrase is also found in Hellenistic Judaism; cf.
c. E. B. Cranfield, A Commentr=J on Romans 12-1~ in Scottish
Journal of Theology Occaslona
apers (London:liver & Boyd,

1965) XII, 12.

6G. Kittel, 11 LoRikos," Theolor-cal Diction~ of the New
Testament, edited by7J. Kittel, ed ted and transated by
G.
Bromiley (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1967), IV, 143.
7J. Knox, The ~istle to the Romans in The Inte~reter•s
Bible, edited by G• • Buttrick (Nashvill.e: lblngdon:okesbury
Press, 1954) IX, 581. E. Kasemann seems to say that the
(particular?~ place for Christian cultic worship is in principle surrendered; cf. 11 Gottesdienst 1m Alltag der Welt.(zu
Rm 12)," Judentum Urchristentum 1 Kirche: Festschrift fur
1 Beihefte zur Ze1tschr1ft fdr die neutesJoachim Jeremlas in
tamentliche Wissenschaft (Berlin: ilfred Topelmann, 1960),

w.

mt, 168.

4

emphasis of logikos fall upon latreia rather than thusia
and to maintain that Paul is more concerned with the explication of the worship of the new aeon than with carrying on a polemic against cultic or non-Christian sacrifice.
In Rom. 12:1-2 logike latreia is mentioned in connection with a sacrifice which is pleasing to God and also
with the pursuing of God's will.

The study of Hellenism

and Judaism must ask the question: What relationship does
sacrifice have to piety or to the will of the deity?

In

St. Paul there are also some important questions: What does
the sacrifice of the body, somatic sacrifice, say about the
will of God and the quest for God's will?
This study surveys sacrifice in the heritage of Paul
and also among some schools of Hellenistic thinking in which
the word logikos is used.

The first part of Chapter II is a

study of Stoicism's attitude toward sacrifice based chiefly
on Seneca and Epictetus; next follows a discussion of the
spiritualization of sacrifice in the mystical, philosophical
Hermetic literature and Apollonius of Tyana.

Part three of

Chapter II is devoted to Philo, the Hellenistic Jew of Alexandria.8

In Chapter III sacrifice in the Old Testament and

81 have omitted any discussion of the Atostolic Constitutions (cited by o. Michel) because of itsate date. Michel
points out that logikos does not occur in the Septuagint, but
that it is found in the Greek synagogue prayers of the tpohtolic Constitutions; cf. Der Brief an die R~mer in Krit sc exegetischer Kommentar iiber das Neue Testament (thirteenth
edition; GBttingen; Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1966), IV, 292.

5

post-exilic Judaism, mainly Palestinian, is discussed.
Chapters IV and V dea1 with Rom. 12:1-2.

In the concluding

chapter I try to show that the study of sacrifice is useful
A
for understanding what Paul means by logik:e
latreia and how

his concept of true worship stands apart from Hellenism
and Judaism.

CHAPTER II
SACRIFICE AND HELLENISM
The Late Stoics: Epictetus, Seneca and Marcus Aurelius
The starting point for the investigation of Stoicism's
attitude toward cult with its sacrifices is the Stoic concept
of man.

Man is treated dualistically; he is a "mixture of

the divine and human. 111

His soul (animus) and his reason

(ratio) are of divine origin. 2

The body, on the other hand,

is fitted only for the reception of food and is a source of
evil. 3

The body is a prison in which the soul of man is

trapped or an inn in which the divine soul is temporarily
lodged. 4
Body and soul are not by nature opposed to one another. 5

1J. N. Sevenster, Paul and Seneca in Sarelements to Novum
Testamentum edited by
van Unnik, et
• (Leiden: E. J.
Brill, 1961), IV, 74. Cf. Sen., !:e,. !2£:-1~,22; Epic., Diss.
I,3,2-3.

w. c.

2

Sen., !:2• !2£• 31,11; 41,2; 66,12.

3Sen., Helv. 11,7;

!a• !2£• 65,21; Epic., Diss. I,1,9;
cf. I,3,5-6.
4sen., Marc. 24,5; Helv. 11,7; !Q. !2£• 120,14; 65,21;
Epic., Diss. ff,1,17.
5E. v. Arnold says in connection with Stoicism, "When
we say that man •consists of body and soul,' we are merely
adopting popular language; for body and soul are ultimatel.y
one, and differ only in the gradation of spirit or tone which
informs them"; Roman Stoicism (New York: The Humanities Press,
1958), p. 238. The body is necessary in this life; cf. Sen.,
!:2• ~ - 65,24; 92,1; Epic., Diss. I,9,11.

7

The dichotomy of body and soul is related by Stoicism to
practical, moral life.

The question with which the Stoic

wrestles is this: how can a man bring forth~ , ..T,: (virtus) 6
and arrive at~,.,,.. • .,{., (harmonia), 7 that is, "wie der Mensch
seine Bestimmung er.fu11en und den Sturm.en des Lebens heiteren
Sinnes trotzen kcSnne. 118 A man must know himself, 9 his real
nature, and the nature of things.

The body, which can weigh
down the soul unless disciplined, 10 is nothing; 11 the soul

and mind, on the other hand, are divine.

Further, a man must

know that his whole being need not be enslaved to the vicissitudes and undertow of the body; 12 his mind cannot be held in
such bondage. 13 Epictetus queries: "What am I? I am not paltry body, not property, not reputation, am I?

None of these.

6 sevenster defines virtue as "the attitude towards life
of the man of strong character who has attained spiritual inviolability and consequently inner peace, harmony and happiness";
IV, 147.
7Harmonia is the state of inner peace which a man arrives

at through knowing and doing what is good. Cf. G. Hansen,
11 Philosophie, 11 Umwerr-des Urchristentums, edited by J. Leipoldt
and w. Gru.Ddmann (Berlin: Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, 1967),
I, 348.
8 Ibid., I, 349.
9Epic., Diss. I,4, entire diatribe.
10
sen., ~- ~ - 65,11
11 sen., ~- ~ - 65,22.
12Epic., Diss. I,1,10-13; Sen.,~-~- 15,5.
13Further, Stoicism taught that man is not a helpless
victim of providence since he can choose to submit to it.

8

Well, what am I?

A rational creature.n 14 Epictetus then

goes on, "Reflect on your acts.

Where have I omitted things

which conduce to happiness?

Been friendly or unsocial, done
things that I shouldn't have? 1115 A man's inclinations, planning, judgments and behavior must be governed, not by the

body, but by the soul and reason under the control of one's
16
•
It is Logos-philosophy which helps a man know and understand himself and the meaning of existence.

For Stoics like

Seneca (4 B.C. to 65 A.D.), Epictetus (about 50 A.D. to 130
A.D.), and Marcus Aurelius (121 A.D. to 180 A.D.) the Logos
is held to be the unifying principle of the world. 17 "Der
Logos ist der Zentralbegriff der stoischen Philosophie, der
den aristotelischen Nus in der Lehre wie in der Terminologie
14 l\oa•K~v i;•., refers to the whole cosmos or, as here, to
an individual person; both are ordered and permeated by the
same Logos or Reason. Hence Epictetus, endowed with Lo~os, is
a rational creature who is able to attune himself to the divine
nature and order of things and understand the meaning of existence. Citation from Diss. IV,6,34; cf. I,16,21. Translation
of Epictetus by W. A. Oldfather, pictetust The Discourses as
Re orted by Arrian, The Manual an Fragman s (London: Wliilam
He nemann, 1935-19
15Epic., Diss. IV,6,35.

1

a}.

16Hereafter daimon.
17with the world in turmoil through war and the dissolution
of the polis, and with the interchange of ideas, the Stoics used
reason as a unifying principle. The world was not a meaningless place, they held, nor was man subject to a capricious fate.
Reason or the Logos~rvaded the whole material order and upheld
the natural laws.
who had a germ of the divine Logos (a
logos .._•rt&•,.11,••
was to live ""'T"' A•g•v.
6

)

'

"

,

9

ganz zur Seite gedrangt hat. 018

The contrast bet~een

19

and Logos is important for an understanding of Stoicism.

-

,.

Pohlenz comments first on nous.
Nus und Noein sind schon Homer gelaufig. Sie bezeichnen
bereits bei ihm eine rein geistige Funktion, die von der
sinnlichen Wahrnehmung geschieden ist. Der Nus kann dann
auch ala der eigentliche Trager der Erkenntnis gefasst
werden, durch den die sinnlichen Eindriicke erst zum
Bewusstsein kommen • • • er ist aber in seinem Wesen
nicht auf die Aussenwelt angewiesen, er ist der denkende
Geist, der auch ohne sinnliche Organe tatig ist.20
Turning to Logos Pohlenz says:

Mit dem Worte Logos verband
sich • • • die Beziehung des Menschen zur Ausserwelt. 021 In
11

the case of Zeno:
der Logos war .fur ihn nicht nur die denkende und erkennende
Vernunft, sondern auch das geistige Prinzip, das die ganze
Welt vernunftgemass nach festem Plane gestaltete und allen
Einzelerscheinungen ihre Bestimmung zuweis. De.r Logos
waltete • • • im Kosmos wie im Menschen und erschloss
nicht nur den Sinn der Welt, sondern auch den unserer
geistigen Existenz und die Einsicht in unsere praktische
Bestimmung. Zugleich wies er dam.it den Weg fur ein Versta.ndnis des Weltgeschehens, das Zenons rationalem Denken
wie seinem religiosen Gef'uh.1 gleichermassen Geniige tat.22
Divine reason which permeates all makes each species of
living things live according to its nature (or instincts)
with the result that within the various species the ordering
of Nature (natura) can be observed.

In this sense Seneca says

that an animal (or a child) understands (intellego) what "its
own constitution" (constitutio) is and lives according to its
18M. Pohlenz, Die Stoa (Second edition; Gottingen:
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1959), I, 34.
20Pohlenz, l, 34.
19Hereafter nous.
21 Ibid.

22 Ibid., I, 35.
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nature, but cannot expJ.ain its constitution. 23

A man, how-

ever, by his reason can J.ive secundam naturam.

For a man to

J.ive according to divine reason {Logos) he must know and understand himseJ.f.

Seneca says:

For how are you to know what character is desirabJ.e, unJ.ess you have discovered what is best suited to man? Or
unless you have studied his nature? You can find out what
you should do and what you should avoid, only ~hen you
have J.earned what you owe to your own nature. 24
The question of how a man lives according to the indwelling Logos must be prefaced by the Stoic view of man's higher
nature.

For Stoicism the study of the soul and its parts,

much more than of the body, is uppermost.

Orthodox Stoicism

holds that the soul has eight parts {or activities): the five
senses, the regenerative part, voice and the -t•ty••~~v
. 25
The h3gemonikon is the "ruling part" of the soul, the other
parts being subordinate to it. It is man's dearest, truest
possession. 26 According to another view of man, the division
of the whole man, the Stoic holds that man has three parts:

23 sen., !E.• ~- 121,11; cf. Epic., Diss. I,6,13.
24sen., !E.• ~- 121,3. Translation of Seneca bf
R. M. Gummere, Senecat ad Lucilium Epistulae Morales (London:
William Heinemann, 19 1-1962).
25Hereafter h3,emonikon. Seneca uses principale, which
for him is a part o the world soul that moves living beings
into actions;~. Mor. 113,23; 121,10. Cf. Arnold, pp. 90 and
245; also J. M:-Iti.it"; Stoic PhiJ.osophY (Cambridge: At the University Press, 1969), p. 257.
26cf. Marc. Aur., To Himself XII,2-3.

-

11
and h~gemonikon or nous. 27
which is outstanding in man.
the gods.

Again it is the hegemonikon

-

Man shares nous with Zeus or

At the age of reasoning he can learn by experience,

store lmowledge, reason and make comparison, assent to what
is true and withhold judgment. 28
H3gemonikon is related not only to reasoning, but also to
moral activity. 29 Ftlrther, since it can also involve states
of irrationality as well as rationality, the h3gemonikon is
"best understood as the root of personality • • • • It will
therefore more aptly be rendered by words referring to personality than words referring to rationality. 1130 The best modern
equivalent for hegemonikon, according to Rist, is the "personality" or "true self" of the human being. 31
There is some fluidity in the use and meaning of hegemonikon.
The term soul is often interchanged with it. 32 Stoicism, however, tends to identify the hegemonikon in man with divine reason.

Later Stoicism identifies the

1rr.'...-..-rA

of god with nous

27so, for example, one of the latest Stoics, Marcus
Aurelius, To Himself II,2; III,16; XII,3. Cf. Rist, p. 271
and Arnold-;-p. 243. Thefl"W••~-'-t••" is the soul in its lower
aspect. There is much fluidity of definition of the above
words as a check of the glossary (Index III) inc. R. Haines,
The Communine with Himself of Marcus Aurelius Antoninus
(oamhrldge,ss.: Harvard unlversfty Press, 1961).
28Cf. Epic., Diss. III,3,2.
29In this and the following two paragraphs I follow Rist.
31 Ibid., PP• 24 and 25.
30Rist, p. 24.
32Ibid., p. 257.
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or h3gemonikon; it is the god or daimSn within.33

Marcus

Aurelius says:
Walk with the Gods! And he does walk with the Gods, who
lets them see his soul invariably satisfied with its lot
and carryi1.1g,out the will of the 'genius• {daimon), a
particle c~w•nr••~A) of himself, which Zeus has given
to every man as his captain (1r'r••T"Tll9 ) and guide ci.,.".;.,)
--and this is none other th,µi each man's intelligence
( ~ ) and reason (Logos).'4
The Greek words in parentheses show the kind of equations that
Marcus is capable of using.

Seneca is not unlike Marcus in

this respect.
God is near you, he is with you, he is within you • • • •
A holy spirit (sacer spiritus) indwells within us, one who
marks (observator) our good deeds and bad deeds, and is
our guardian (custos).35
In response to the question "Do you marvel that man goes to
the gods?" Seneca writes:
God comes to men; nay, he comes nearer--he comes into men.
No mind (mens) that has not God, is good. Divine seeds
(semina divina) are scattered throughout our mortal bodies;
if a good husbandman receives them, they spring up in the
likeness of their source and of a parity with those from
whom they came. If, however, the husbandman be bad • • •
he kills the seeds, and causes tares to grow up instead
of wheat.~
33For the following see Rist, pp. 266-272.
3~ c . Aur., To Himself V,27. Translation of Marcus by
Haines. Cf. also Iff,5; fV,12; V,10; XII,1.
35 sen., ~- Mor. 41,1-2. Spiritus is equivalent to the
Greek daimon.--na'iiii!n is interpreted variously by modern commentators. Pohienz says a man can live in accord with nature
with the aid of his conscience. "Aber iiber diesem Gewissen
steht ala letzte Autoritat noch die Gottheit, die es uns ala
Wachter beigegeben hat"; Pohlenz, I, 320. Sevenster says that
custos in !I?.• Mor. 41,1-2 means conscience. "Saying that God
has given us a~dian is putting too personal a stress on
God"; Sevenster, IV, 91.
36sen., !I?.•~- 73,16.

13
Seneca further identifies ratio (Logos) with pars divini
spiritus which is set in a human body.37
For both Marcus and Seneca, who were Romans, the daimSn
(spiritus) does not merely oversee a man's activities, but
it is actually a part of man's being.

Epictetus is not so

clear as to whether the daimSn is an overseer or is actually
part of man•s being.

The point at issue, however, one way or

another, is that man is under the control of the daimSn.
Epictetus, to go on, says that man has a

,u~

d~.,..

.

equal to

Zeus, but does not say this power is man•s reason, but rather
,
continues to say that Zeus has set a watchman (•r•TP•••• )
over each man, his particular daimon. 38 He then proceeds
though:
Wherefore, when you close your doors and make darlmess
within, remember never to say that you are alone, for
you are not alone; nay, God is within, and your own
genius (daimSn) is within.39
This can be taken figuratively so that the daimSn is within
the very self and part of one's being.

Epictetus does not

specifically say that nous in man is a daimon, nor does he
identify the hegemonikon with the daimSn.
thinks of the

,,. ,

Nevertheless, he

.,..,.,,r,..,

of God as part of man, as something
which man carries about, and which must be kept pure. 40
Philosophy, according to Epictetus, promises to keep the
37sen., !P.• H2£• 66,12.

3 8Epic., Diss. I,14,11-12.

39Epic., Diss. I,14,13.

40Epic., Diss. II,8,11-17.

14
hegemonikon in accord with nature. 41

The h3gemonikon is the

subject matter (~1~) to which the good man applies himself.42
Priority must be given to its training; one ought not lose
himself or his true manhood in external things. 43 The highest
task for man is to turn inward and live according to the Logos
with the ultimate goal of realizing to the fullest
a personality which makes full use of all its power,
which preserves its peace of mind in aJ.l circumstances,
and which is capable of achieving by virtue of its inner
strength a noble harmony within itself.44
Inner peace is gained only by attending to those things
over which one has control,

"

, .,I.I

T.&. •.,.

,&

•

•

llfUV , as distinguished from

.
' ou~
~
t he t h ings
over w.h"ich one h as no control,T"-

•+• "I"••

•

6

..

•45

Free .from hindrance and under man's control are "those things
which lie in the sphere of moral purpose, and subject to hindrance are those things which lie outside the sphere of moral
purpose. 1146 The gods have put the reasoning faculty under
man's oontro1. 47 The goal of training and education is to
41 Epio., Diss. I,15,4; of. III,5,3; III,6,3; IV,4,43.
4 2Epic., Diss. III,3,1; cf. I,26,15; III,22,19.
43Epic., Diss. III,15,13 (also En.oh. 29,7).
44sevenster, IV, 107.
4 5Epic., Diss. I,1, entire diatribe; En.ch. 1. Things
which are in mania control are: decisions, impulses, desires,
abstention, rejecting things; those not are: possessions,
respect, authority, death 9c,lld so .fort~. Cf. Hansen, I, 361.
These are the things that -r• --'•cl'ucl.v f'•P•• can actually decide
for or against. Cf. Epic., Diss. II,8,11.
4 6Epic., Diss. IV,7,8.
47Epic., Diss. I,1,4 and 7; IV,7,7.
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cast aside whatever militates against one's kinship with the
gods and to give attention to

' >+• "l'•v
• ..

T• •

• 48 External things

do not contribute to the true nature of man.

The wise man

who knows about things divine and human will look to himself
and to the preservation of his manhood, his own

,.,:rwrrov .49

Die stoische Erkenntnistheorie ist • • • sensualistisch.
Die sinnliche Wahrnehmung, fuhrt zur Erkenntnis der Wirklichkeit, aber dieser Weg ist fur den Menschen nur durch
Einschaltung des Logos gangbar. Die einzelne Wahrnehmung,
ein rein physiologischer Vorgang, muss namlich zunachst
ala ein deutliches Anschauungsbild {,,,,_.,.,.,1. r,'-) dpr Seele,
genauer dem leitenden Seelenorgan, dem~J£f&•v1Kov, ~bermittelt werden; erst durch die 11 Zustimmung 11 {f'ur~,T.r.. ter1S )
des Logos wird sie ala gultig und fiir Erkenntnis und
Handeln massgebend anerkannt.50
As to what a man is to do, Epictetus says,

,,,

11

The function {6pJ•V)

of the good and excellent man is to deal with his impressions
(~vTr1.rc't1.c. ) in accordance with nature. 1151 The right
,-~v

xr•r15

cfu.ttu1~'1 is important, 52 not only for gaining knowledge of
the world and making the hegemonikon pure, but also for preserving the hegemonikon from undesirable involvement in external things and, especially, for giving it moral direction and
4 8Epic., Diss. I,9,10-11; II,5,4-9.
49Epic., Diss. I,2,7; cf. entire diatribe.
51 Epic., Diss. III,3,1.
50Hansen, I, 356.
52Epic., Diss. III,22,20; I,1,7. "Fur Epiktet wird der
rechte 1 Gebrauch der Vorstellungen• durch Logos zum Zentralbegriff, der dem Menschen seine Autonomie gegenuber der Aussenwelt ermoglicht • • • • Dem Menschen hat Gott als Teil seines
Wesens die Fahigkeit mitgegeben, die Vorstellungen mit eigenem
Urteil zu begleiten und sich daraufhin nicht nur ein Gesamtbild
der Welt zu machen, sondern auch sein eigenes Leben zielbewusst
aufzubauen 11 ; Pohlenz, I, 329.
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purpose. 53
Now just as it is the nature of every soul. to assent
to the true, dissent from the false, and to witbhold
judgement in a matter of uncertainty, so it is its
nature to be moved with desire toward the good, with
aversion toward the evil, and ie1 neutral toward
what is neither evil nor good.

5

The Logos, finally, makes it possible for a man to
gather, order and assent to his (true) impressions because
the very same Logos, which orders and pervades the world,
is shared by man. 55
Der Logos verbindet als Weltgesetz und Weltvernun:rt
den ganzen Kosmos mit den Menschen, die selbst im
Besitze des LogosAor1K•t sind und ala solche das Gesetz ihres Handelns, und somit auch des wahren Gottesdienstes, in sich tragen.56
Man, a microcosm in the macrocosm, is to live in accord with
the Logos or Nature.

Seneca says,

11

It is our aim secundum

53Epic., Diss. III,22,19.
54Epic., Diss. III,3,2. Outside of man's Trpe1olperu ,
his moral character, which in itself may be good or bad
(Diss. I,29,1),"there is nothing either good or bad" {Diss.
III, 10, 18). What is good or bad is ,not outside a man, but
within. 11 If a man is good, his,r,.41per,.s
will make good
use of what is external to his true self: his life,.,his
body, external possessions, and so on. And the-rrpo•,p•r••
itself is the product, continually undergoing modifications,
of judgments about what is external. Good judgments make
our moral character good, bad ones bad"; Rist, p. 228.
55Hansen, I, 355 and 357.
56P. Seidensticker, Lebend
Neutestamentliche Abhandl~en
dorffsche Veriagsbuchhandung, 1954, XX,iii, 19.

in
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rerum naturam vivere ,!1 deorum exemplum segui. 11 5~
"Der Gedanke der Gottesverwandtschaft des h"oherer
Ich oder der ganzen Seele" is the foundation for the rational
ethic of the Stoic. 58 Man bears divinity. There is a kinship or a bond of friendship between the gods and mankind. 59
Pohlenz quotes the Stoic, 11 Ich gehorsche nicht Gott, sondern
stimme ihm zu. 1160 This thought of the Gottesverwandtschaft
can also lead to the spiritualization or rejection of the cult
and its practices.

The right place for t h e cult is within man. 61

For both Seneca and Epictetus the way to worship the gods is
to have the right impression

• e"" 111ro""'f'''
• ,\
(op

) of them: that

they both exist and administer the universe well and justly. 62
Consequently the Stoic, if consistent, should be a critic of
cultic religion and its rituals.
Seneca, on his part, scorns cultic worship.
Der wahre Kult besteht darin, dass man die rechte
Erkenntnis vom Wesen der giitigen Gottheit hat, alle
anthropomorphen Vorstellungen und namentlich die
5 7 sen., Bene. IV,25,1; E-o. Mor., .66,39. ~ressions
of earlif?r Stoics and Epict~tus _ge: T• &ar84.C. 9••1s (E"oictetus)
and T; ,fur•, t:v, &fA'.•1•r•uf'lvws 3;., (Zeno); also I,.• 1or,•u~,.,ws
~ ,pure,
(Zeno?, Cleanthes).
58 cf. H. Wenschkewitz, 11 Die Spiritualisierung der
Kultusbegriffe: Tempel, Priester und Opfer 1m Neuen Testament,"
Angelos& Archiv fur neutestamentliche Zeitgeschichte un Kul.tur-

°'""

_Irun
____
d_e,

iv

(1932), 59 and 62.

60Pohlenz, I, 322.
59sen., Prov. 1,5.
61 sen., !:2• ~- 31,11; Epic., Diss. II,8,10-14;
cf. I , 1 4 , 1 5 •
62 sen., !:Q. ~- 95-50; Epic., En.ch. 31,1.
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widerwartigen Riten der orientalischen Modereligionen
ablehnt, und dass man~vor allem Gott nur mit reinem,
frommen Herzen naht. 0 J
Seneca makes sacrifice subordinate to the uprightness of man;
external things in themselves are neutral--this is true in
the giving of gifts--what counts is the good desire of the
worshiper. 64 Prayer or rushing to the temple is foolish because God's spirit dwell 1 s within men. 65 Prayer can only
appear somewhat useless before irresistible and irreversible
fate. 66 Again, prayer suggests that man is helpless, which is
not the case. 67 For Seneca there is no indispensable need for
sacrifice, prayer or outward rituals for the good man.

All
that is required is doing the good and following the gods. 68
Cultic worship, which is attributable to an incorrect knowledge
of the gods, 69 is at best an adiaphoron. Seneca, it would be
accurate to say, rejected, not spiritualized, the cult and
its rites.
Epictetus is more conservative than Seneca.

He too knows

of a piety, as was said, that is free from all externals of
63Pohlenz, I,323.
64sen., Bene. I,6,2~3.
65 sen., !e_. 112£• 41,1.
66 sen., Prov. 5,8; cf. Sevenster, IV, 45.
67 sen., !e_. 112£• 60,2.
68sen., !e_. 112£• 95,50; cf. 41,8-9; 66,39; Bene. IV,25,1;
Vita Beata 4,2-3.
6 9sen., !e_. ~ - 41,1.
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the cu.1t. 70

This piety centers in the relationship of Zeus

and man.
Je mehr dieser personal ala der in der Seele anwesende
Gott gefasst wird, desto mehr na.h.ert man sich dem GedSllken,
dass die Seele auch der rechte O~t der Verehrung der
Gottheit, der rechte Tempel ist."f1
The consequence of a temple within man should be the rejection
of the popular cult.

Yet in Epictetus there is no direct

polemic against the cult or its sacrifices. In fact Epictetus
endorses the sacrificial rites. 72 For Epictetus there is no
discrepancy between his religious lmowledge and such religious
practices. 73 The task of the ~easoning man is simply and emphatically to thank God.
If, indeed, I were a nightingale, I should be singing as
a nightingale • • • • But as it is, I am a rational being,
therefore I must be singing hymns of praise to God. This
is my task; I do it, and will not desert this post, as
long as it may be given me to fill it; and I exhort you
to join me in this same song.74
Loyalty to the gods is at the core of Epictetus' piety. 75
This allegiance is in itself none other than following one's
own daim8n and true nature.

At this juncture Epictetus returns

to his often repeated call to tend to those things over which
70Epic., Diss. II,8,10-14; Ench. 31,1.
71 wenschkewitz, IV, 54.
7 2Epic., Ench. 31,~; Diss. I,18,15.
73Epic., Diss. II,18,19-20.

Cf. Wenschkewitz, IV,54.

74Epic., Diss. I,16,20-21.
75Epic., Diss. I,14,15; II,14,11-13.
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one has contro1. 76

By tending to what one can control a man

will understand that he is free to live according to his true
nature.
just.

He will also acknowledge that the gods are good and
This is the motivation which Epictetus offers to the

good man for the course of piety.

"Der beste Gottesdienst

1st die innere Reinheit und der Glaube, der alles Geschehen
als Gottes Geschenk hinnimmt. 1177 The peak of Epictetus•
religious disposition comes out in these words:
Lift up your neck at last like a man escaped from bondage, be bold to look towards God and say, "Use me henceforward for whatever Thou wilt; I am of one mind with
Thee; I am Thine; I crave exemption from nothing that
seems good in Thy sight; where Thou wilt, lead me; in
what raiment Thou wilt, clothe me. 11 78
Here is true piety--to be at one with the will of God.
The teaching of the divine fragment within each man had
a powerful individualizing effect.
gious community.

Stoicism was not a reli-

The fact that each man shared in the same

divine Logos however promoted a bond of fellowship among
mankind.

The Stoic as microcosm and world-citizen was related

to both the universe and his fellow men, both of whom also
shared the same

Logos.

The Stoic often took the lead in

community and world affairs--as is exemplified by such men
as Seneca, Cicero and Marcus Aurelius.

Ideally the Stoic

76 so, for example, Epic., En.ch. 31,1-2.
77Pohlenz, I, 340.
78Epic., Diss. II,16,42; cf. I,9,16; En.ch. 31,1-2.
Op. Sen., !:e.• H2l:• 65,24.

■
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acted without emotion and without being perturbed (if'.ap•J1~ ). 79
However, the unfolding of the inner Logos was the task and
ultimate purpose in the Stoic's endeavors.

Hie efforts fo-

A

cueed inward on hie hegemonikon.
Gut kann f'iir ihn nur eein, was ihn gut macht, dae Vernunftgemasee, dae Sittliche. Nur dieeee darf die Richtechnur
fur uneer Handeln abgeben, und nur aus ihm flieest die
wahre, menschenwurdige Lust. Neben dem Trieb zur Selbsterhaltung und der Zuwendung zum eigenen Ich tragt der Mensch
von Geburt an auch die Liebe zu den Mitmenschen in sich,
die ihn zum Dienst an der Gemeinschaft treibt und die
egoistischen Neigungen zuru.ckzustellen heisst. Sein Ziel
aber ist die seelische Harmonie, die das dauernd gleichmassige Handeln nach dem Vernunftgebot verburJt und dam.it 80
zugleich den wahren Seelenfrieden und die Eudamonie bringt.
Stoicism had an inherent coldness about it with its distaste for the affections of the body and its emphasis upon the
inner worth of man.

The Stoic was self-sufficient.

Cultic

practices were unnecessary for him, at best an adiaphoron.
The Stoic believed that God helped man, to be sure; God helped
man by his inner presence, his immanence.

Consequently it was

not the (historical) circumstances in which the Stoic lived as
much as his philosophical reflection which was of moment--not
history, but Nature.
principle of morality.

The Logos was, in the final analysis, a
To know is to do.

79Even the gods could be unmindful of individual persons
as they tended to their tasks and followed the once and for
all decreed course of providence. Cf. Sen., El?.• H.2.£• 95,50;
Prov. 5,8; Sevenster, IV, 37.
80Pohlenz, I, 30.
6
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The Hermetic Writings and Apolloniue
Many commentaries on Romane refer to the Corpus!!!£meticum81 and to Apolloniue of Tyana in connection with
Paul's use of the phrase

~•r••~

1~Tp•t4 82 in Rom. 12:1.

Some

scholars see a conceptual relationship between Paul's phrase,
on the one hand, and the phrase Aoiuc~ 8ucr1~ 82 in the Corpus
Hermeticum (and the thinking attributed to Apolloniue), on
the other hand.
Apollonius, a contemporary of Paul, had the reputation
of being a magician, wonder-worker, astrologer, philosopher
and so forth.

He left no records of his own.

His life story

and the thoughts ascribed to him were put into writing by
Philostratus (sometime in the early third century A. D.) and
by Eusebius of Caesarea.

The religious and philosophical

writings of the Hermetists are contained primarily in the
81 1 use Corpus Hermeticum as w. Scott does in his four
volume Hermetica (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1924-1936).
In Scott•s Hermetica the Corpus Hermeticum consists of Libelli
I-XIV,XVI-XVIII. Libellus I, the first tractate of the corpus,
is entitled and better known as Poimandres. The Hermetica
includes the Corpus Hermeticum as weii as other Hermetic writings. My reference to the Corpus Hermeticum and other Hermetic
literature are according to Scott as foiiows: Corti Herm.
I,21; this indicates: Libellus I, paragraph 21.
ibeiius
I,21 can also be designated by Poim. 21.) The text and English
translation of the Hermetica are in Scott's first volume; I
use them unless otherwise noted. Corpus in this section means
Corpus Hermeticum; Hermetica refers to the Hermetic writings
in generai, Including the Corpus.
82Hereafter logik3 latreia or logik3 thueia.
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seventeen tractates of the Oorpus. 83

The principal tractate

in the Corpus is Libellus I, better Im.own as Poimandres.
The Poimandres is singled out because of its teaching concerning cosmogony, anthropogony, salvation and the concept of
God. 84 In working with the Hermetic writings it is important
to remember that the viewpoints of various authors are not
always consistent; within the Corpus Hermeticum itself there
are diametrically opposed positions. 85 The Hermetica, of
Egyptian origin, were written in Greek in the second and third
centuries of the Christian era. 86 The dating of all these
documents makes it dubious whether they are of direct value
in the study of Paul.

However, in the case of the Hermetica

it is more than probable that they are the deposit of an oral
teaching.

What is preserved in connection with Apollonius,

83The theological-philosophical Hermetica intended here
are to be distinguished from the astrological texts which also
contain the revelation of the God Hermes Trismegistos. Of.
W. Gundel and H. G. Gundel, Astrolomena in Sudhoffs .Archiv,
edited by J.E. Hofmann et ai. (Wies aden: Franz steiner
Verlag GMBH, 1966), VI, "rn-~ and 309.
84Ibid., VI, 310.
85nodd, for example, says of Libellus III in comparison
with Poimandres that "there is no transcendent God, no archetypal universe, and the immortality of man, which is the dominant religious interest of the Poimandres, is here emphatically
denied." Of. c. H. Dodd, The Bible and the Greeks (London:
Hodder & Stoughton, 1935J, p. 216.
86nodd dates the Poimandres as early as the late first
century A. D.: ibid., p. 209.
Scott, on the basis of
internal and external evidence, looks to the third century
A. D. for the writing of most of the Hermetica; cf. I, 8-15.

w.
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though garbed in much fantasy, most likely still has a
core of historical and philosophical truth for the study
of Paul and the consideration of logik3 latreia.

The

Hermetic and Apollonian thought, in any event, serves as a
useful and helpful background for elucidating Paul.
The phrase logik~ thusia occurs in Libelli I (Poimandres)
and XIII (Trep~ lt'-.1,ltfVtr,~• ) ; the latter has affiliations
with the former according to Dodd. 87 These two tractates,
and the Hermetic literature in general, diverge from Stoicism
in several cardinal points.
dualism.

The Hermetists work with a sharp

In their radical rejection of the body and everything

ma terial they move far from what might be called Stoic pan-

,

theism.

God is placed in the intelligible (VoftT•J) world, the

ogdoad, far beyond the material world and heavenly spheres.
The Logos is not held to be the unifying principle which orders the universe and by which a man gains an understanding
of the world.

Unlike the Stoic, the Hermetists do not ask

their hearers to turn inward and live according to the Logos
or Nature.

The Hermetica deal not with the understanding

which derives from philosophy but rather they proclaim a
revealed gospel.

Libellus XIII calls for a rebirth: "No one
can be saved until he has been born again. 1188 Man is viewed

by the Hermetists as an ephemeral creature who amounts to
very little in the passing world.
87Dodd, P• 240.
88corp. Herm. XIII,1.

For the Hermetist, Fate
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C

,

(ltl",~P~•~~

), to which the Stoic can yield willingly, defies

understanding, is unalterable and holds men in its sway from
birth to death, often as a hostile power. 89
In Poimandres, which is the revelation of the God Poimandres, the Primal God is No~s, the Father of aJ.l, who is
Life and Light. 90 The First Mind brought forth as his Son
the Logos, 91 and also gave birth to the Demiurge, the Second
Mind. 92

The Demiurge, in turn, created seven administrators,

the planets, which embrace the visible universe in their orbits and whose administration is called Fate. 93 It can be
stated here that between the Prima1 Nous and the world of
empirical man there is a considerable power structure, consisting in part of the planetary powers.

Man, to be saved,

must escape the Fate which the spheres work.
Further, the First Mind gave birth to a Man in his own
image. 94 This Urmensch is not a creature, but a Being of
Life and Light like his Father.

His native sphere is outside

the seven spheres in the ogdoad, where the purely spiritual
beings reside with God. 95 The First Man, however, did not
remain in his proper sphere, but descended through the
90corp. Herm. I,9.
89corp. Herm. XII,5-7.
9 1corp. Herm. I,6.
9 2corp. Herm. I,9. God, who is above all contact with
matter, produced the Demiurge to undertake (with the Logos)
creation.
94corp. Herm. I,12.
93corp. Herm. I,9.
95cf. Corp. Herm. I,26.
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successive spheres into union with irrational, corruptib1e
elements.

On his descent to incarnation he received from
each sphere various passions and desires. 96 As a resu1t
o:f union with matter, Man, who is naturally immortal, became

mortal.

The Primeval Man, to whom authority over a11 created
things was given, 97 became subject to Fate. 98
According to the Poimandres, man, as we know him, is a
descendant--though there_ is an intermediate stage--o:f Primeval

Man.

The myth o:f the Urmensch explains the origin and nature

o:f empirical man.

As one with a material body, man is destined to death because o:f carnal desire. 99 But in addition
to the body there is the essential man

(o ov,cC.:cl"s fv8p1111'eJ). 1OO

The constitution o:f the original Man is Nous, Li:fe and Light. 101
"From li:fe and light," however, empirical man became 11 sou1
and mind. • • • The Li:fe which is in God is manifested in
man as soul • • • • The light • • • appears in man as mind. 11102
The myth o:f Primeval Man also indicates man's predicament
and the way o:f escape.

The Poimandres was written to bring

men the gospel o:f salvation.

The Hermetist writes:

96co~. Herm. I,13,24-26.
98co~. Herm. I,19,26.

97corp. Herm. I,26.

C:f • Dodd, P• 159.

99co~. Herm. I, 18.
100cor;e. Herm. I,15.
101 00~. Herm. I,12.
102Dodd, pp. 161-162.

Cor;e. Herm. l,18.
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0 men, why have you given yourselves up to death, when
you have been granted power to partake of immortality?
Repent, ye who have journeyed with Error, and joined
company with Ignorance; rid yourselves of darlmess, and
lay hold on ~he Light; partake of immortality, forsaking
corruption. 1 ''
For the Hermetic writers in general the knowledge of God
is the way to salvation, 104 or more pointedly: "This is the
good end for those who have lmowledge, to be deified (8,w~v~). 105
The lmowledge of which the Hermetic writer speaks is the
secret, all-important 1vi:n1 which he received in answer
to this prayer to "learn the things that are, and understand
their nature, and get lmowledge of God. 11106 The general messag e which the Hermetist has to proclaim is that knowledge
of self and God is the way to salvation and that the love
of the body and its pleasures is the way of ignorance and
death.
The Hermetist characterizes the two ways of life and
death by a series of antithetica1,terms. The way of
•
,
•
,
.1 •
.,.&a
I
death is
rac•T•J
,.c.r,vur,,
s.,T"'¥"
, f.1 8 .. , T"'/M
: the way
of life is •iii.s, l"wr,s , aA.:,,.,.. , viy,u , rwT11p(9' : to
pass from the one to the other is fA,&-T"•'.,e1.11.: a,e7the
prophet offers himself asK~••'-p,to the way.
In the dualistic thought of the Hermetica salvation
consists in escaping the body and material world and
104Corp. Herm. X,15.
103Corp. Herm. I,28.
1 05~. Herm. I,26. Text according to R. Reitzenstein,
Poimandr~Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgese11schaft,
1966), p. 336. Translation by Dodd, p. 169.
107nodd, p. 183.
106corp. Herm. I,3.
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journeying to the ogdoad.
quiring knowledge.
have no-G.s.

Salvation is gained through ac-

In order to secure knowledge a man must

No.as is not simply a thinking :faculty, but the

"substance" o:f the Primal God, which radiates :from God like
the rays o:f the su.n. 108 Both knowledge and nons are gifts
:from God. 109

.,The

Hermetist writes: "Let the man who has

mind in him (<v~••S ) recognize that he is immortal and
that the cause o:f death is carnal desire. 11110 Again, "If
then, being Life and Light, you learn to know that you are
made o:f them, you will go back into Life and Ligh~.11 111
And again, "He who has recognized himself has entered into
that Good which is above all being; but he who • • • has set
his affection on the body, continues wandering in the darkness o:f the sense-world, suffering the lot o:f death. 11112
Ignorance leads to death.

Ignorance must be expelled by

knowledge, the knowledge o:f one's origin and o:f God.
108corp. Herm. XII,1.
109~orp. Herm. I,~. According to Libellus IV
•P•,..:P)
all men o not have nous; it was offered to all, but some did
not accept the offer. Cf. Corp. H!!m• IV,4.
110~ . Herm. I, 18. By calling man•vw•us
1H
the Hermet i st
shows th~man is related to the Primal Mind.
111 corp. Herm. I,21.

c:

112¥:firp. Herm. I,19. Men may be divided into two groups:
those wi
elf-knowledge and those abiding in ignorance. This
self-knowledge is not that o:f the critical philosopher. It
means knowledge o:f one's place in the Hermetic cosmological
myth and the knowledge o:f the mystical way of salvation. Cf.
c. K. Barrett, The New Testament Bae ound: Selected Documents
(New York: Harper
ow,
1 , pp. 8 -8.
so
Corp. Herm. IV,7; XII,6-7.
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Poimandres reveals to his prophet how the enlightened
man ascends to his Father.
Hermetic message.

This ascent is the heart of the

Man, who is burdened by his body and its

desires, is subject to Fate beneath the spheres.

For sal-

vation he must depart his mortal frame and ascend through the
spheres.

Only at death can he be liberated comp1ete1y from

the body and Fate and rise to the ogdoad.

Yet even in this

world he can prepare, by asceticism and abstract contemplation,
for his ascent to God.

The characteristics and vices, the

passions and desires which Man acquired on his descent to
incarnation are laid aside by the devotee on his trip to
the ogdoad through the successive spheres. 113 Leaving behind
everything mortal and corruptible, the mystic attains the
powers proper to his true nature. He is deified; he becomes
11
a .S~""f"'J of God, a part of God. 4
The Corpus uses cu1tic terminology to describe worship
of God.

This should not, however, conceal the fact that the

terms have been spiritua1ized. The Hermetic writer says:
\
• 9u~aAS
I
•
\
11 ~,
"•l•Ms
~, v'-J from soul and heart strained upward to Thee, 0 ineffable, unspeakable, named in si1ence.n 115

••J•,

Scott translates the initial words "Accept pure offerings of
speech," and comments that the sacrifice here "consists in
1 1 3corp. Herm. I,24-25.
11 ½eitzenstein, p. 53.
11 5corp. Herm. I,31.

Cf. Corp. Herm. I,26.

Translation by Dodd, P• 195.
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verbal adoration, as opposed to material offering.n 116
For Scott the words
offering."

,

(A 0

r•t) of praise constitute a "verbal

~

The logike thusia of' the Hermetist must, of' course,

be seen in the context of' a thoroughgoing renunciation of
irrational elements and as a polemic against popular sacrifices.

Like many of' their predecessors--Jewish and Hellen-

istic--the Hermetists reject material offerings and insist
upon rational and spiritual worship.

It would be prof'anatory

for those who hold matter to be defiling to honor God with
material offerings.

Dodd, however, suggests that, instead

of' designating the "matter" of' sacrifice, logikos indicates
that the sacrifices are on "a rational plane, offered by the
~or•"~" fAApos T8'S 'f'u)(is. 11117 If' Dodd is correct, then we
would here translate: "Accept pure rational offerings" or
"Accept pure sacrifices fit for a rational being."
Asclepius asks if' one should add to prayers an offering
of' incense, as is the custom.

Trismegistus answers:

Hush, Asclepius; it is the height of' impiety to think
such a thing with regard to him who alone is good. Such
gifts as these are unfit for him • • • • Let us adore
him rather with thanksgiving; for words of' praise are
the only offering he accepts.118
116 scott, II, 71.
117Dodd, p. 196.
11 8Lactantius, Div. inst. 6,25,11, as cited by Scott,
I, 372. The last phrase reads: "huius enim sacrific}um so1a
benedictio est"; Scott equates benedictio and alA•i•-t .
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Apollonius also forbids sacrifice of incense to the great

-

transcendent God who may be honored only with nous.

He too

protests against externals in sacrifice because this would
be ascribing to the Deity sensory perception.
It is in this way (in my opinion) that one would best
perform one's devotions to the divine • • • if one
offered no sacrifice at all, nor kindled fire, nor
gave to Him any name belonging to the world of sense
• • • but employed in relation to Him only the higher
Logos (I mean that which does not pass through the
mouth), and besought good things of the Noblest of
beings through the noblest thing in oyrselves; and this
is mind, which needs no instrument.11~
Logike thusia, in the singular, occurs in Libellus XIII
also.

The Hermetist writes: "It is thy Word that through me
sing s thy praise; through me accept • • • logik~ thusia. 11120

The logike thusia here "seems to be connected with the idea
that when the reborn man worsp.ips God, the worship really
proceeds from the indwelling divine Logos: oros >+.•r•J
11121 We would translate logik~ thusia
&"•lrou
&

'

,

:t'v•,r• .

here as a "sacrifice corresponding to the Logos."
Simple words of praise are not in themselves worthy
enough of God.

The logos of the mouth must also be silent;

only the holiest and purest part of man, that part which is
11 9Euseb., Praep. !I• IV,13. Translation by Dodd, p. 196.
120corD. Herm. XIII,18, following Reitzenstein's text,
p. 346. Cf. also Corp. Herm. XIII,19, (21).
121 Dodd, p. 196. Dodd explains that this conception of
the Lofos is not found in Poimandres. This is beyond my
evalua Ion.
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closest to the highest Being, should spea1c. 122

Lietzmann

explains what is significant in the position of the Hermetists
here and of others, like Philo, who share a similar point of
view.
Das Eigentiimliche dieser Stellen ist nicht die Ueberordnung des Sittlichen uber das Kultische--das 1st ja
bereits fiir die Prophetenpredigt typisch und auch der
griechischen Polemik der Philosophen wohlbekannt--sondern i1e Betonung, dass die Art des Opfers dem Wesen
des
entsprechen muss.123

l.,.,

With the spiritualization of sacrifice and the removal.
of worship from externals the Hermetists stand on a pinnacle
mounted by the Stoics: the individual comes to the fore.
Hermetists, however, take a different stance.
is passive; he withdraws from activism.

The

The devotee

In complete renun-

ciation of all external and even cultic activity the Hermetist
is quiet.

Unlike the Stoic he awaits his final perfection as

a gift of God. Logike thusia itself is a gift of God; it is
grace. 124 Further, the rejection of external rites and offerings also spells the rejection of the community of worship. 125
The single worshiper has to do only with himself and God.

e.,..:,.

1220. easel, "Die A•~IKIII
der antiken Mystik in
11
christlich-liturgischer Umdeutung, Jahrbuch fur Liturgiewissenschaft (M""unster, Westf.: Aschendorff, 1924), IV, 38.
123H. Lietzmann, An die Romer in Handbuch zum Neuen
Testament, 8 Abteilung (Third edition; Tb.bingen: J. d. B.
Mohr [Paul SiebeckJ, 1928), p. 108.
124seidensticker, XX, 42.
12 5The Hermetica does not promote the practicing of a
ritual, which is, however, essential for the mysteries.
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The individual :'w.,,us ~vep"'11"•1
Deity. 126

is the receptacle of the

The God of the Hermetica is altered radically from the
Stoic Weltvernunft to a transcendent Being.
away at an unreachable distance.
far removed from empirical man.
reaches his ear.

God is stuck

He dwells in the ogdoad,
No audible praise, no thanks

He is unknowable except when he chooses

to reveal himself and is only accessible by the flight of
the soul.

In the ecstacy of the mystic God discloses himself.

The cult with its practices is rejected not simply as being
superfluous as with the Stoic, but because the transcendent
God is above the sensory world and can not be known through
bodily perception.
The piety of the mystic, being ethically dualistic, is
world-denying and ascetic. 127 His ethical behavior and his
worship are a means to ecstasy.

When the highest part of

man is offered in speechless ecstasy, that is, without the
logos of the mouth, this is logik; thusia.

Logike thusia

points to the deep longing of the worshiper: his sacrifice
is a means to penetrate deeper into the contemplation of
God and into union with him. 128 Finally, after ascending
from this world, the mystic will merge with the ogdoatic
126seidensticker, XX, 43.
127cf. Corp. Herm. I,23.
128cf. easel, IV, 39.
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powers and lose his identity in God.
saw, to know is to do.

For the Stoic, as we

For the Hermetist, to know is to be-

come God.
Philo Judaeus
Philo, a Jew of Alexandria, was a contemporary of Paul,
but this is about as far as any relationship can be drawn
between the two men.

Stacey, after showing how differently

Paul and Philo use the same key words, concludes in effect
t hat the only important resemblance between the men in this
regard is in their mutual use of the Septuagint. 129 Paul
pr ocl aimed the Christian gospel.

Philo was a propagandist

f or Hellenistic Judaism, though he was by no means representative of all Hellenistic Judaism. 130
Er sieht in Mose und den judischen Erzvatern die wahren
Urbilder des Weisen und Philosophen und in der judischen
Bibel die Schatzkammer aller Weisheit.131
The large amount of written material left behind by
Philo shows that he was a loyal Jew and at the same time wellversed in Hellenistic philosophy.

Philo built a loose eclectic

129w. D. Stacey, The Pauline View of Man (London:
Macmillan & Co., 1956), p. 221.
1 3°w. Bousset, Die Reli~ion des Judentums im spathellenistischen Zeitalter in Handbuc zum Neuen Testament, edited in
the third edition by H. Gressmann {Tubingen: J. c. B. Mohr
IPaul Siebec}U, 1966), XXI, 436-438. Bousset points out here
that Philo was not in fact cherished by later Judaism and would
have fallen into obscurity if it had not been for Christians
who were attracted to him. Cf. also P• 455.
1 3 1H. Hegermann, "Das hellenistische Judentum," Umwelt des
Urchristentums (Berlin: Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, 1967), I,332.
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system.

What resulted was a syncretism which was unified by

Philo's burning zeal for the true God and by his devotion
to the divine law as revealed to Moses.

To bring out the

eternal truths of the Old Testament, especially the Pentateuch, in terms of both Hellenistic philosophy and Judaic
faith was the task which Philo set before himself.
What estimation one makes of Philo depends largely on
what measure is applied to him.

Hegermann compares Philo

favorably with Palestinian Judaism:
So ist Philo im Grundzug seiner Werke ein Theologe des
biblisch-judischen Schopferglaubens und hat ale Prediger
nicht Tugendideale, sondern Gehorsam gegen die gottliche
Thora verkundet. Der Glaubensverkundigung des AT 1st er
durch die unmittelbarere Beziehung auf' die Bibel in man- 132
chen Punkten nab.er gewesen als das palastinische Judentum.
On the other hand, Sevenster, who published a study on Philo,
compares Philo with the Old Testament faith and says in his
book Paul and Seneca:
It is noteworthy that t~e Old Testament has no equivalent
for the Greek word f&.paT11 • It is only He11enistic1y influenced Judaism that adopts the word. Phi1o 1 s writings,
for example, are fu.11 of it. He is, however, never able
to derive it from the Old Testament texts, but introduces
it by way of his lengthy allegories, with the aid of which
he transplants Biblical words into quite a different
climate of ideas. The mere fact that "virtue" is a central ethical notion in Philo proves that he was estranged
from the essential message of the books of the Old Testament, in spite of his obvious familiarity with them and
the sincerity of his desire to point out to his contem- 133
poraries the significance of the Old Testament for them.
Philo interprets the biblical passages 1itera11y and

132Ibid., I, 342.
133sevenster, IV, 152-153.

Cf. footnote 130 infra.
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allegorically.

He usually only makes exclusive use of al-

legory when the literal meaning is not clear or is unworthy
of God.

He does not endorse the practice of some who reject

the literal meaning outright.
There are some who, regarding laws in their literal
sense in the light of symbols of matters belonging to
the intellect, are overpunctilious about the latter
while treating the former with easy-going neglect.1,4
Philo, as a rule, holds to the literal meaning while at the
same time expounding the inner meaning.
It is true that receiving circumcision does indeed portray the excision of pleasure • • • but let us not on
this account repeal the law laid down for circumcising
• • • • Nay, we should look on all these outward observances as resembling the body, and their inner meanings
as re,embling the soul • • • • If we keep and observe
theseLlaws], we shall gain a clearer conce~tion of
those things of which these are symbols.135
Philo does not reject material sacrifice.

How could he

renounce the literal meaning of cultic ordinances!

He him-

self offered both sacrifice and prayer to God at the Temple
in Jerusalem. 136 Philo does raise some of the commonplace
objections to the abuse of sacrifice.

To those who do not

practice righteousness and nevertheless sacrifice, he says:
God does not rejoice in sacrifices even if one offer
hecatombs, for all things are His possessions • • • but
He rejoices in the will to love Him and in men that
134Philo, Mig. 89 Translation of De Miffatione Abrab.ami
by F. H. Colson and G. H. Whitaker, Phiro
an English
Translation (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1949-1953), IV.
1 3 5Philo, Mig. 92-93; cf. whole section 86-105.

wn.

1 36Philo., Prov. II, 64 •
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practia~ holiness, and from these He accepts plain
mea1.1,·r
Philo also discards the notion of the mechanical working
of sacrifice:
If the worshipper is without kindly feeling or justice,
the sacrifices are no sacrifices • • • the prayers are
words of 111 omen • • • • For, when to outward appearance they are offered, it is not a remigsion but a reminder of past sins which they effect.1,a
Again, others must have been more concerned with the condition
of the victim than their own hearts, biblically speaking, or
their own minds, He11enistica11y speaking.
So he who intends to sacrifice must consider not whether
the victim is unblemished but whether his own mind C'•4V•1~)
stands free from defect • • • • Let him examine the motives which determine him to make the offerings.13~
Wolfson, after noting the above passages and others,
ma.lees this conclusion:
There is no indication that sacrifices are rejected
by Philo as an improper means of divine worship; there
is only an insistence that they must be inspired by a
right motive e,nd that they must be accompanied by righteous conduct.140
The Hebrew prophets 141 and Phi1o 1 s contemporaries 142 raised

0 1.

137Phi1o, s e
Lef• I,271. Translation of De Specia1ibus Legibus by o . son alone), VII. There is norejectlon
of sacrifice as a proper means of divine worship. Cf. H. A.
Wolfson, Philo (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1947), II, 243.
1 38Phi1o, !12.!!• II,107. Translation of~ Vita Mosis
by Colson, VI.
140wo1fson, II, 247.
1 39Phi1o, Spec. Leg. I,238.
1 4 11 Sam. 15:22; Hos. 6:6; cf. Chapter III, PP• 50-56.
1 4 2For example see Rabbinic Judaism, Chapter III, PP• 67-70.

criticism against the abuse of the cu1t and its sacrifices.
It is clear that Philo also rejects the notion of sacrifice
without corresponding piety.

Philo, like other Jews, 143 can

also speak of a man offering sacrifice without a victim.
If he is pure (of heart) and just, the sacrifice stands
firm, though the flesh is consumed, or rather, even if
no victim at all is brought to the altar. For the true
oblation, what else can it be but the devotion of a soul
which ie dear to God?144
It would seem as if Philo is thoroughly reflecting the
Hebraic concern for proper sacrifice and the meaning of it.
Phil o, however, works with a Hellenistic dualism, which colors
his thinking about sacrifice.

"Es 1st der Gegensatz von Geist

und Materie, ideellem und materiellem Sein, oder um in Philos
eigenem Sinn zu reden, von Gott und Welt. 11145 For Philo God
is utterly transcendent, yet the God to whom faith is directed.
Empirical man is a twofold being. 146 He belongs to two worlds;
143This is true of writers in the Old Testament, intertestamental literature, the Rabbis and eo forth; cf. Chapter
III.
144Philo, Mos. II,1O8. The words in parenthesis are not
in the Greek texF:" In Plant. 126 Philo says that the honor
worthy of God "must be expressed by means of hymns of praise,
and these not such as the audible voice shall sing, but strains
raised and re-echoed by the mind too pure for eye to discern."
God is not genuinely honored by buildings and sacrifices.
(Translation of B! Plantatione by Colson and Whitaker, III.)
145Bousset, XXI, 441.
14 6For Philo there are two men described in the initial
chapters of Genesis. One is the heavenly man, who is in the
image of God and who has no part in corruptible or earthly
substance. The earthly man is a creature of "duet," not an
offspring as the heavenly man. Cf. Leg.£!.• I,31-42; Q:e..
134-147 for Philo 1 s elaboration.
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he is spirit and material, sou1147 and body.

Philo is

particularly concerned with man as a rational. being.

In

connection with Gen. 2:7 he writes:
We must account the man made out of earth to be mind
(none) mingled with, but not yet blended with, body.
But this earthlike mind is in reaJ.ity al.so corruptible,
were not God to breathe into it a power of real life;
when He does so, it does not any more undergo moulding,
but becomes a soul, not an inefficient and imperfectly
formed soul, but one endowed with mind and actually
alive ; for he says, "man became a living sou1. 11 148
Within the soul--which appears in Philo to have two parts
or a spects, a seat of desire and a seat of reason--is the
nous. 149 The mind is the dominant element in the sou1. 15 0

..,DWI\,

'

With out the ,..,.h

however, it would have remained corr uptible and irrationa1. 151 God breathed into the earthlike
,

no~s, and it became a living, intelligent (voepl) soul.
The rational soul governs the irrational soul, or as Philo
14711 The term •soul,' when applied to man, is used either
in a general sense so as to include both the irrational. and
rational souls or in a special sense with reference to the
rational soul. For the latter, the more specific term is
mind (no-8s) or CODfDOn equivalents of th~ term mind." Such
equivaients are ou.ve1.• '
~•r••~v ... ,,.;,..._.
;
Wolfson, I, 362. Wolfson supplies the relevant passages.
148Philo, L g. All. I,32. The translation o f ~
Allegoria is by ols~and Whitaker, I.
149Philo, ~ - Her. 64. Cf. footnote 147 infra; Stacey's
comments on the soul,p. 216; and Hegermann, I, 336. The
rational and irrational aspects of the soul cause the conflict
in man between good and evil; cf. Wolfson, II, 288-290.
150Philo, Leg. fil• I,39.

1.,,•• '~.;~. . '

0

Lig.
All. I,32. Wolfson says that no~s here
n thesense of the irrational. soul; cf. I,

1 51Philo,
is used loosely

362.
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here says:
The mind imparts to the portion of the soul that is
devoid of reason a share of that which it has received
from God, so that the mind was be-souled by God, but
the unreasoning part by the mind. For the mind is,
so to speak, God of the unreasoning part.152
"By •man• I mean not the living creature with two natures," Philo says, "but the highest form in which the life
shows itself; and this has received the title of 1mind 1 and
•reason. 111153 In respect to his mind (l1lve1t1o) man is allied
to the Logos; but in respect to his body he is allied to the
world. 154 Reasoning (.\or,rf'•S) is "a piece torn off from
~
the soul of the universe (Ta.S

--

TOIi

~

'lt,v-re,

'"'~,
'P•""'
eLrror111orf1•)

• • • a faithful impress of the divine image. 11155

What makes

a man a man, for Philo, is the fact that the higher aspect
of his soul is a

,

t-'1'"'14._

•

I

and 9'1'tc.1Cw1r,..&.

Archetype of rational existence. 11156

of God, who is "the

Philo says, however,

that God made man not "the image of God" but "after the image."
Thus between the mind of man and his Maker stands a "paradigm,"
152Philo, Leg. ill• _I,40; the same idea is in .Qn. 69.
153Philo, Det. 83; no~s and logos. Translation o f ~
Deterius Potioriinsidiari solet by Colson and Whitaker,"'"'iT:'
154Philo, 21?.• 146.
155Philo, Mut. 223. Translation of De Mutatione Nominum
by Colson and wlin'aker, v.
1 5 6Philo, ~ • 83; Qu.1s Ii!!!:• 231.
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the Logos. 157
Philo's view of man is Hellenistic.

Man is seen as

being related to God by his higher nature, the rational
soul or the mind.
~

things is t h e ~ •

What enables man to think about divine
Man's high.est task is to contemplate

his better self, to turn from the world and to find hie way
back to hie heavenly origin or back to God. 158 This high
life--and here Philo begins to leave Hellenism to a degree-is outside of natural life because the transcendent, unlmowable God is beyond natural existence and beyond all human
knowledge and probing. 159 Yet man, since he has nous, is
able to gain some conception of the real, living God. 160

-

Man seeks God in faith--Philo holds to a personal God;
his intensity here sets him apart from Hellenism. 161 To
apprehend God one DI11st withdraw from the body, the senses and
even one's own mind; they DI11st in turn be dedicated wholly
r
to God. 162 It is God who, by his grace (X~P. 16 ), enables
the mind to be changed and redirected, when diverted, to
~

its proper course; it is God who recalls the nous from its
15 7Philo, Quis ~ - 231; cf. Plant. 18.
158 Philo, Quis. !!!£. 63-70; cf. Bousset, m,442.
1 59Philo, Som. I,66-67, 68-69.

-

160Philo, Quod Deus 143; cf. Spec. Leg. I,345.
161 Philo, !12.!:• 268; cf. Bousset, XXI, 446-447.
162Philo, Quis. !!!!l:• 71-74.
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bodily, sensory and even intellectual meander1ng. 163

All

praise is then to be rendered to God.
Whenever the mind goes out from itself and offers itself up to God • • • then does it make confession of
acknowledgement towards the Existent One. But so long
as mind supposes itself to be the author of anything,
it is far away from making room for God and from confessing or making acknowledgement to Him. For we must
take note that the very confession of praise itself is
the work not of the soul but of God who gives it
thankfulness.164
Philo deals with sacrifice on two levels--external and
outward, and inward, of the soul.
t he l atter is indispensable.

Both levels are important;

What is crucial in sacrifice is

not the sacrifice itself, but the inner disposition of the
s a crificer.

For the law demands first that the mind be sanc-

tified, and consistent with that, that the offerer have done
n o i njustice. 165
The inward offering of the pious soul is the superior
off ering .

This can be illustrated by the deeper meaning

that Philo finds in the two altars at the sanctuary.

An altar

of unhewn stone for bloody sacrifice is outside the sanctuary;
163Philo, Lee• All. II,32; cf. 24-34; III, 42-44. Philo
says that, after od made the mind of man, he then added sense
perception to make the soul complete (Leg. All. II,24). Sense
perception was added after man had been put-ro sleep (Gen. 2:21).
From this Philo draws the principle that "when the mind has
gone to sleep • • • perception begins," and conversely, when
the mind is awake perception is quenched (24-25). Philo then
points out how the necessities of the body (29), and the wakefulness of the senses (30) divert the mind from its appropriate
work.
164Philo, Leg. gJ_. I,82.
16 5Philo, Spec. Leg. I,203-204.
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within the sanctuary ie a molded gold altar for incense.
Philo comments:
The least morsel of incense offered by a man of religion
ie more precious in the eight of God than thousands of
cattle sacrificed by men of little worth. For as gold
is better than casual stones and all in the inner shrine
more sacred than what stands outside, so and in the same
measure is the thank-offering gf incense superior to
that of the blood of beasts.T6
Not only is the offering of incense superior to the blood
of beasts, but Philo states:
The symbolical meaning is just this and nothing else:
that which is precious in the sight of God is not the
number of victims immolated but the (true) purity gf
a rational spirit in him who makes the sacrifice.1 7
When the will itself is the right sacrifice, then the
thought of a pure inner cult within the soul is reached.

The

superlative place for worship is not the temple "made with
hands."

It is impossible to genuinely express gratitude to

God with external things, such as buildings or the customary
sacrifices, because the whole world would not be an adequate
offering to God. 168 The highest and truest temple is the
world. 169 There is another temple though.
166Philo, Spec. Leg. I,275.
167Philo, Spec. !eg. I,277; cf. ·2a3-290.
parenthesized is not n the Greek text.
168:ehilo, Plant. 126.

The word

169Philo, SWc. Leg. I,66. Philo, of course, has
high regard for
e Temple at Jerusalem; cf. 67.
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One worthy house there is--the soul that is fitted to
receive Him. Justly and rightly then shall we say that
in the invisible soul the invisible God has His earthly
dwelling-place.170
"The soul alone can truly pray, give thanks, and offer sacrifice without blemish. 11171 Philo says (in regard to prayer)
that men honor God
sometimes with the organs of speech, sometimes without
tongue or lips, when within the soul alone their minds
recite the tale or utter the cry of praise. These one
ear only can apprehend, the ear of God, for human hearing cannot reach to the perception of such.172
For Philo the ceremonial ordinances are the serious demand of God, but they also have a deeper significance.

He

sees also in these laws symbolic expressions of eternal truths
or guides to be understood allegorically. 173 Ethics are important for Philo, but his overriding concern is religious. 174
The nature of the deeds for which Philo calls are not social
or covenantal, though these are by no means inconsequential
for Philo.

His ethics are world-denying and ascetic when it
comes to the decisive m:tier of the mind. 175 The purpose of

170Philo, Cher. 100-101. The translation of De Cherubim
is by Colson and Whitaker, II. Cf. also footnote 144 infra.
171 s. G. Sowers, The Hermeneutics of Philo and Hebrews in
Basel Studies of Theology (zbr!ch: Erv-Veriag, 1965), I, 53.
17 2Philo, Spec. Leg. I,272; cf. Plant. 126.
173For example, Philo, Mfg• 89-93. "Der aussere Kultus
1st ihm nur Hinweis auf das v el wichtigere, innerseelische
Geschehen, aud die mystische Hingabe der Seele an Gott";
Wenschkewitz, IV, 82. Cf. w. Eichrodt, Theology; of the Old
Testament (London: SOM Press, 1961), I, 170.
175wenschkewitz, IV, 82.
1 74cf. Bousset, XXI, 445
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his ethics is the emancipation of the soul from the body
and ecstasy.

It is the mystical giving of the rational soul

which is the essential goal of the pious man.

According to

Philo, a man I s primal task is to lmow the unknowable God
and then to honor him.

Only nous, which received the divine
~

,

A

A

breath and which is the ,nttr.,•r,-w v•1•v, can receive and
accede to the lmowledge of him who is not called by name,
176 And this it achieves out of love for God and
T~ f V
•
by God's grace. 177
What we have seen is that Philo treats sacrifice literally and s piritually.
perspective.

However, his thought must be put into

For Philo a problem like sin centers not in

original sin nor in the total corruption of man, but in man's
imperfection occasioned by the duality of his nature. 178
The rationa l soul must be purified if it is to ascend from
its earthly confines of the body. 179 The practice of sacrifice, the execution of the divinely prescribed ritual of
17 6on

T~ ,~

see Dodd, pp. 4,7.

17711 wahrend alle philosophische Ethik auf dem Vermogen
des Menschen basiert, ist :t'iir Pl\ilo nach vielen Belegen die
hochste Gottlosigkeit die ♦ •>.1&.u1'1,, in der sich der Tugendbeflissene seine guten Werke selbst zuschreibt"; Hegermann, I,
337. The opposite of ••1,uT(•(Philo, Sac. 58; Post. 52;
Praem. 12) is t#J,4,/fees (Spec. Leg. I~1; Quis. !!!£• 82;
Abr. 50).
178Hegerma.nn, I, 339. Philo, by his strategic positioning of piety, renders the sin offering of little use. Cf.
Wenschkewitz, IV, 82.
179For Philo's view of the body see Leg.!!!• IIl,71;
I,108; Mig. 9; and Bousset, XXI, 441-442.
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sacrifice, and the performance of deeds in keeping with
sacrifice--be these deeds social or ascetic--all contribute
to the cleansing of the rational soul and the mind. 180 The

-

whole man, with his body, his sense perception and his no~s,
ought and. must be dedicated to God in praise and thanksgiving.
In a word, sacrifice, both liter~l and spiritual, serves the
purpose of training the rational soul, of purifying it, and
preparing the soul for its flight to God.

The struggle of

f aith leads to the vision of the invisible, transcendent God.

CHAPTER III
SACRIFICE AND JUDAISM
Sacrifice in the Old Testament:
Presuppositions for Post-Exilic Judaism
The faith of the Old Testament, being related to God's
word and work in history, is different than the philosophies
and religions of Hellenism and the ancient Near East. It is
not linked to nature 1 or mythology2 but constituted and shaped
by God's calling of Israel with the words "I am the Lord. 113
Yahweh's election presupposes divine initiative and also
excludes any kind of natural relationship between God and
men. 4

It is this fact which gives the covenant between Yahweh

and Israel its distinctiveness and enables the cult to be
understood.
The covenant relationship between God and his people is
1The Old Testament gives man dominion over the earth
(Gen. 1:26); he is not to con.fuse himself or God with nature.
E. Jacob says that in the Old Testament the only legitimate
attitude for man before nature is that of sovereignty; E. Jacob,
Theology of the Old Testament (New York: Harper & Row, 1958),
p.

265.

2For the faith of Israel history is of decisive importance,
not timeless truth.
3of. H.J. Kraus, Gottesdienst in Israel (Second enlarged
edition; Munchen: Ohr. Kaiser Verlag, 1962), pp. 145-146. For
a discussion of the holiness of God as the basis for Israel's
worship see A.H. Herbert, Worship in Ancient Israel in Ecumenical Studies in Worship (Richmond: John Knox Press, 1959), V,5-6.
4 of. G. v. Rad, Old Testament Theology (London: Oliver &

Boyd, 1962), I, 130-131.
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one of God's own making.

This relationship is stimulated

and preserved by Yahweh's promise and judgment.
11

The word

judgment 11 gives an ethical character to the covenant; at

the same time it points to a covenantal ethic which is determined neither by the degree nor the quality of Israel's
response to God but rather by the holiness and sovereignty
of Yahweh.

God weighs and judges; he has called a people

into his service.

The law which was given to Israel is an

absolute demand of God; performance of the law, however,
neither creates nor maintains the covenant.

The law, rather,

presupposes the covenant.
The law is not • • • an unconditional and vaguely
existing mass with regard to which two possibilities
were equally available--fulfil.ment and non-fulfilment,
g ood works and bad ones, reward and punishment, blessing and curse. The law, rather, presupposes the view
which calls the Old Testament the covenant between God
and people, which was established by Yahweh on his own
initiative and which is bound up with the promise freely
made by Yahweh. On the basis of this law, which can
and does demand fulfilment, there is no place for the
idea of good, meritorious works and a reward which may
be earned thereby; the blessing is not earned, but
freely promised. On the basis of this law there is only
one possibility for man of having his own independent
activity; that is tran§gression, defection, followed
by curse and judgment.~
Evil and disobedience can not stand before Yahweh; he
is the Holy One.

Herein lies one of the functions of sacrifice

within the covenant.

Through sacrifice God issues new life

5M. Noth, 11 For all who rely on works of the law are
under a curse," The Law in the Pentateuch and Other Studies
(Second enlarged edition; Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1961),
p. 131.
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and restoration.
acts and speaks. 6

Out of his sovereignty and holiness God
He is not bound by the cultic and sacri-

ficial ordinances and forms at all.

On the contrary, God

commanded these ordinances as a means of expiation and preservation of communion with his people.

Because he commanded

them merit, as well as any hold upon the Lord of the covenant, is excluded from their practice. 7 Sacrifice is grace,
the gift of the saving God.
For the covenant-breaker restoration is a gift of God's
mercy.

...

This means that the service (il "'T
,. ~~-) to which the re-

stored man is called is a privilege, a calling, a new life
created by God's free action.

The life which the covenanter

ha s restored ought to be joyful, renewed obedience to Yahweh.
"Das grosse Ereignis des Alten Testaments ist die Einfugung
des gesamten Opferdienstes in das Heilsgeschehen und die
Tatsache der j\ •1~. 11 8

.

Unfortunately it does happen that sacrificial obligations
are observed while covenantal love and duties are neglected.
6Jacob says that behind the three main forms of sacrifice
(gift, communion and expiation) there are "three aspects of a
single purpose which was to ensure the revelation of God. And
so we think that the sacrifice takes its place in the general
purpose of the cult, which is the affirmation of God's sovereignty"; cf. pp. 268-269
7w. Eichrodt, Theology of the Old Testament (London: SCM

Press, 1961), I, 164.

8icraus, Gottesdienst, pp. 145-146.
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The paradoxical. opposition between social ethics and cul.tic
obedience arose al.ready in early times.

Samuel has to cal.l

for obedience rather than sacrifice (I Sam. 15:22).

The

latter prophets also reject the idea that sacrifice and ethics
can be separated. 9 Isaiah calls for justice and correction
of oppression rather than sacrifice (Is. 1:11-17); Hosea for
love and lmowledge of God (Hos. 6:6); Micah for justice, l2!!t
g,! kindnes~ and humble walking with God (Micah 6:6-8); and

Amos for allegiance to Yahweh (Amos 5:5-6). 10 Before 596 B.

c.

9Eichrodt says that the prophets• protest against abusing
sacrifice, 11by regarding it as an act with intrinsic value, not
only safeguarded God's sovereign right to forgive even where no
sacrifice was offered, but made it clear that the rightful.
status of the cul.t as the machinery of divine grace could only
obtain within the framework of the covenant relationship."
Eichrodt, I, 168.
10A statement concerning the types of sacrifice in the
Old Testament will be helpful.. Jacob (pp. 268-269) says the
three main forms of sacrifice are: (1) gift (halocaustJ:nftv
(sometimes 1 ~Jf , Ps. 51 :21 in MT)
nof~ ;(2) communion:
n:!,J , a••t'P ; (3) expiation: -,,J.11 , a,;f . To these three
forms the incense offering may be a!ded: 113·0P.i ( a•1t ~). According to R. de Vaux these terms are not always c early distinguished; on the basis of the latest and most comElete ritual. in
Leviticus de Vaux says the following. Then) \V was a sacrifice
in which the whole victim was burned; the plfrpose seems to have
been to do homage to God, though in the Priestly Code it had
an expiatory value. The communion offering was a "sacrifice
of thanksgiving to God which brings about union with him."
The ritual. in Leviticus 7 divides communion-sacrifices into
three types: (a) n11J1 , the sacrifice of praise; (b) il~'l~ ,
the voluntary offering, "offered out of devotion, not because
of any precept or promise"; and finally (c) ,"!l , the votive
sacrifice, offered by a person who had bound himself by a vow.
The expiatory sacrifices were offered "to re-establish the
covenant with God when it had been broken by the sin of man."
Cf. R. de Vaux, Ancient Israel: Its Life and Institutions
(New York: McGraw-Hlii, 1961), PP• 415-423.
It is worth noting that in none of the above prophetic
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Jeremiah warns his hearers not to cry, "The Temple, the
Temple, the Temple," when confronted with the divine word
of judgment. 11
It is often said that Israel returned from Exile as
Jews.

As exiles, away from the Temple and amid non-Jews,

they rallied around the Torah.

Upon returning to Palestine,

painstaking adherence to the law was undertaken by a people
conscious of their election.
In the exilic and post-exilic prophets the polemic
against cultic practices is not limited to ethics, but is
grounded also in the awareness of Yahweh's universal majesty.
No animal sacrifice is adequate for Yahweh (Is. 66:1-5).
Indeed Jerusalem is still lauded as the eschatological focal
p oint for worship (Isaiah 60), and those who worship there
must still bring offerings worthy of the Lord of the whole
world (Mal. 1:6-14).
We turn to the Psalms to understand the background for
the spiritualization of sacrifice which took place in postexilic Israel and Judaism. 12 In Psalm 40 not sacrifice but
passages are the words for expiatory sacrifice used; only
those for the communion and gift sacrifices occur. The overriding issue is not reconciliation, though this is important
(Micah 6:7), but rather walking in covenant with God.
11 It is not a matter of man and the cult, but of man and
God. 11 Der Ruf zum Recht, zur Gerechtigkeit und zum Gehorsam
will das in derf1•1-:Y. gegrundete persona1e Gegeniiber von Gott
und Mensch wiederherstellen. 11 Kraus, Gottesdienst, P• 46.
The point of Kraus· in his context is that the cuit is not magic.
12By this statement I do not mean that the psalms to be
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the Torah is central (verses 6 to 8); 13 worship is not centered in the priestly office alone but also in the pious
worshiper. 14

The emphasis on the Torah is linked with the

ethical demands of the pre-exilic prophets.

111 delight to

do thy will • • • thy Torah is within my heart" (verse 8 =
MT verse 9).

The psalmist accordingly goes before Yahweh

without sacrifice.

What sacrifice is worthy of God?

can only listen and obey.
pushed aside. 15

Man

The whole sacrificial cult is

The pious worshiper virtually says, 11 Ich

selbst bin das Opfer1 1116
The majesty of the Weltherr colors the cultic worship
of Psalm 50.

God owns the wild beasts (verse 10).

Therefore

he does not need the domesticated animals of man (verse 12).
God is not hungry (verse 13).

What Yahweh demands 17 is

considered are all post-exilic. According to A. Weiser "only
a comparatively small number of psalms can • • • be proved
conclusively to have originated in the post-exilic period";
A. Weiser, The Psalms (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press,

1962), P• 25.
.
13References to chapter and verses are according to the

Revised Standard Version of the Bible unless otherwise noted:
LXX = Septuagint; MT= Massoretic Text.
1

½.

Gunkel, Die Psalmen in Handkommentar zum Alten
Testament (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Rupr~cht, 1926), II,ii, 170.

15weiser, p. 338.

In Pe. 40:7 (MT) all three main categories of Old Testament sacrifice are set aside by the psalmist. Cf. footnote 10 infra.

16H. J. Kraus, Psalmen in Biblischer Kommentar 1 Altes Testa-

ment (Neukirchen: Neukirchener Verlag,

1960), XV,!, 309.

1 7The Lord himself sits in judgment over the sacrificial

cult (vv. 7-15). Kraus notes the use of the authoritative
prophetic "I" in this section; Kraus, Psalmen, XV, 1, 367.
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ii "Ti :i\
T

18 (verse 14).

This is not a polemic against the

s a crificial cult; but it should be observed that the presentation of "thanksgiving" is set into sacrificial terminology. 19
Though s piritualization is not present here in Psalm 50, the
psalm i s available for such an interpretation.
The essence of the cu1t does not consist • • • of the
external offerings of sacrifices and the observance in
man 's intercourse with God of a ritualism borrowed from
the Cana anite environment; rather it consists of the
humble testimony which is borne by the cult comm.unity
in praise of God, and of man's obedience to God's commandments, and so of a piety which is in real earnest
about the manifestation of God's nature and will that
took place in the cult, and which acts accordingly.20
Israel cannot charm Yahweh with its offerings as do the other
nations in s a crificing to their gods.

Thanksgiving is the

onl y response worthy of God's majesty.
According to Psalm 69

;17;~ is

sacrifice s (verses 30 to 31).

better than animal

It must be remembered that in

18In Lev. 7 : 12 the i1 T 1.11 D n ~!,is a sacrifice de signa ted for thanksgiving; here in Ps. 50:14 thanksgiving is the
sacrifice.
19MT = n'Jtil. . .
•
Rit ; LXX (49: 14) = 8urew Ti Seii Suri~" (I)
1
~•v1rew.s. ;,7t.A is used in (MT) Pas. 27:6; 42:5; 50:23;
69:31; 95:2 in cultic settings, especially in 69:31 which
will be taken up next. In these passages cited, the LXX has
various renderings. However, the translation of the LXX here
in Pa. 49:14 heightens the sacrificial aspect of thanksgiving
or praise, a fact which was not to be overlooked later. Kraus
(Psalm.en XV,I, 378) warns against seeing a ~iritualization
of' sacrifice here; when the technical term 11;.'t is used, "so
wird man hier doch wohl an die Mahlgemeinschaft des Schlachtopfers denken durfen, die nun allerdings einen neuen Sinn
und Inhalt empfangen soll. 11
20weiser, p. 393.
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early times sacrifice was presented accompanied by a thanksgiving ceremony. 21 In this psalm the two are pitted against
each other with

il'JiR coming out on top. The psalmist him-

self, nevertheless, is a (persecuted) devotee of the Temple
(verses 9-10); he is not opposed to the cult per .!!!.• 22
"Beides 1st so zu vereinigen, dass der Dichter beim Tempeldienst
von den blutigen Opfer absieht, aber seine ganze Liebe den
ihn begeisternden Gesangesfeiern darbringt. 1123
In Psalm 141

nf ~~(prayer, verse 2) has the effect of

s piritualizing two old cultic words for unbloody sacrifice
(incense,

1110?:,

and the grain offering,

nO,~).

"Hier

soll das fromme Lied, das sonst das Opfer begleitete, an die
Stelle der Handlung selber treten. 1124 The worshiper is not
anti-cultic, 25 but is trying to "appropriate the world of
the cult" to himself. 26 As the individual person seeks
meaning in his worship a new point of reference is established within the cult, namely, personal piety.

This

21 Kraus, Psalmen, XV,i, 484.
22The psalm perhaps reflects controversies concerning
the sacrificial cult at Jerusalem. Cf. Weiser, pp. 493-494.
23 Gunkel, II,ii, 297.
24Ibid., II,ii, 596. Also Weiser, p. 811.
2 5 11 But my eyes are towards thee, 0 Lord God," indicates
that the worshiper is in the Temple; cf. Weiser, P• 812.
26 G. v. Rad :further explains that we have "the intrusion of rational thinking into the patriarchal cultic world";
G. v. Rad, I, 397-398.
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development can contribute to the spiritualization of the
cult as well as to the deepening of man's relationship with
God in cultic worship.
Psalm 51 has a beautiful balance between the prophetic
ethic and the demands of sacrificial worship. 27 The problem
of forgiveness is introduced in the opening verses of this
penitential psalm.
trust God's promise.
then renewal.

For forgiveness the psalmist can only
The writer asks for forgiveness and

He makes a vow.

With his lips he will praise

God in the midst of the congregation for his deliverance.

The

forgiven and restored man will turn other sinners from their
ways.

He also vows to bring sacrifice after his deliverance

(not an expiatory sacrifice!).

In the older psalms the fulf ilment of such a vow was an animal sacrifice of praise. 28
27The ten~ion between the broken spirit as an acceptable
of fering ( n .a.{, v. 17 = MT v. 19) and the non-expiatory communion { n .l! )" and gift ( nf it) offerings in which the Lord
doe s n ot deTight (v. 16 = ~ff v. 18) is resolved by the appendix
(vv. 18-19), which was added later in the view of most commentators; cf. Weiser, p. 410. If verses 18-19, which say that God
delights in communion and gift offerings, were added later (perhaps when the Temple was rebuilt after the Exile), they still
bring out the criticism of the irophets that sacrifices must
be sacrifices of righteousness { p"T4J ••tt;rf, MT v. 21). It is
difficult to place verses 16-17 an~"'J.8-19 into the mind of the
same writer, unless forgiveness, renewal and submission to God
are seen as the necessary preparation for burnt offerings.
Kraus (Psalmen, XV,i, 391) says that the concluding verses
point ahead to Rom. 12:1 and at the same time hold fast to the
Old Testament cultic law and the worship which is regulated
by cultic law.
28Kraus, Psalm.en, XV,i, 390; Gunkel, II,ii, 225.
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The psalmist is familiar enough with these sacrifices.

JI

i1li'

But he boldly says that God has no delight in n
and
•
(MT, verse 18). 29 What this man will offer to God after
his deliverance is a broken spirit. This sacrifice, described in cultic terminology, 30 is the one that is
acceptable to God.
No substitutionary sacrifice is offered here.

The

psalmist offers himself:
The sacrifice that God demands is a sacrifice of man's
self-will and self-importance; in other words, it is
the surrender of man's own self to God.31
Unlike the sacrifices against which the prophets raised
voices of protest, this sacrifice will not be declared invalid.

In the light of the last verses of the psalm it can

be said that the prophetic demand and the cult merge with a
call for reformation of sacrifice. 32
Sacrifice in the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha
In Psalm 141

. ? ~.

i\ f

was placed side by side with the

29The psalmist is speaking of what sacrifice he will
bring after his deliverance, so the expiatory sacrifices are
not mentioned in verses 18-21 (MT). Cf. footnote 10 supra.

'"li&\il 0=1,

3 ~T (v. 19) =
LXX (50:19) = ,v,,~ .,,

••i

0 ·~-,~

·"'I.'""

31 Weiser, p. 410.
32ICraus, Psalmen, XV,i, 390.
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;
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incense and meal offerings. 33

Wenschkewitz points out that

prayer was not only a part of the sacrificial ritua1, but was
also used in non-cultic worship. 34 Since prayer carried its
sacrificial association from cultic to non-cultic life, it
was possible for any pious activity to take on sacrificial
overtones by associa tion with prayer.

The more the emphasis

was placed on prayer or praise in the rite of sacrifice, the
more the actual sacrifice descended from its position of
dominance.

This aided the interiorization and spirituali-

zation of the cult and its sacrifices.

Sacrifice was not

set aside; however, pious deeds also became sacrifices.

In

t he extra -biblical literature spiritualization of sacrifice
and a t heory of substitution are prominent.
O. Schmitz 35 and H. Wenschkewitz separate the Apocryphal
and Pseudepi gra phical materials into categories based on
t h eir attitude toward the cult.

The most favorable attitude
is in books like the Hellenistic 36 Sibylline Oracles III, and
3 3cf. pp. 47-48 supra.

34H. Wenschkewitz, 11 Die Spiritualisierung der Kulturbegriffe: Tempel, Priester und Opfer 1m Neuen Testament,"
AngelokiiiiArchiv fur neutestamentliche Zeitgeschichte und
Kultur
de, IV (1932), 13.
35In Die O~feranschauun des s •
O~feraussagen es euen estamentes
aul Siebeckj, 1910).
3 6Those books designated Hellenistic were written outside
of Palestine (mostly in Alexandria) in Greek originals; those
designated Palestinian were written in Palestine, all of them
probably in Aramaic or Hebrew originally.
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the PaJ.estinian books of Jub11ees and 1 and 2 Maccabees.37
In the second group is the Palestinian Wisdom of Jesus
Ben Sirach or Ecclesiasticus.

Here sacrifice appears as

the presentation of gifts to God which have been prescribed
by the law.

Sacrifice presupposes that the offerer will
have influence upon God and receive a recompense. 38 For
Sirach sacrifice does not have expiatory character in itself;39 faithfulness to the law on man's part is what matters.
Sirach has a statement which captures the general. attitude
toward sacrifice in the extra-biblical literature being
considered.
He who keeps the law makes many offerings;
he who heeds the commandments sacrifices a peace
offering.
He who returns a kindness offers fine flour,
and he who gives alms sacrifices a thank offering.
To keep from wickedness is pleasing to the Lord,
and to forsake unrighteousness is atonement.
Do not appear before the Lord empty-handed,
for all these things are to be done because of the
commandment.
37sibyl. Or. III demands obedience to the law (255-260);
rejects pagan sacrifices, while at the same time consoling
11 aJ.l the sons of God" who will in the Messianic age "process
to the Temple" and "ponder the law of the Moat High" l562-570;
573-583; 702-720); and urges repentance and sacrifice (624).
"All must sacrifice to the Mighty King" one day (808). Translation of the Oracles by H. c. D. Lan.chester, The Aiocr.ha
and Pseudeiig;£a"Dha of the Old Testament, edited by • •
charies (oorcti A't the diarendon Press, 1913), II. Hereafter
AP. In Jubilees the sacrificial laws are read back into the
IIves of the patriarchs; repentance is essential. in sacrifice
since God does not regard persons or gifts (5:16-17). 1 and 2
Maccabees will be dealt with later.
38 schmitz, p. 68.
39Ibid.
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The offering of a righteous man anoints the altar,
and its pleasing odor rises before the Most High.
The sacrifice of a righteous man is acceptable,
and the memory of it will not be forgotten.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Give to the Most High as he has given,
and as generously as your hand has found.
For the Lord is one who repays 1
and he will repay sevenfold.40
In the final grouping (of attitudes toward sacrifice)
is t he Hellenistic Sibylline Oracles IV.
attitude.

It has a negative

The peoples (of Asia and Europe), it says, will

diso\•m all t emples and stones "befouled with constant blood
of living things and sacrifices. 1141
As to the value placed upon sacrifice in these books,
three cla ssifications are used by Wenschkewitz. 42

Those

book s which s peak of expiation through cultic sacrifice are
in t he f irst division. 43

The second division includes those

40Eccles. 35:1-11.

Translation from The A ocr~ha of
the Old Testament, Revised Standard Version, edteFy
B. M. Metzger (New York: Oxford University Press, 1965), p. 173.

1

41 sibyl. Or. IV, 27-30.

This passage might only refer
to the sacrifices of the pagan and not be a polemic against
all sacrifice. Book IV was probably written after the destruction of the Temple of Jerusalem in any event. Cf.
o. Eissfeldt 1 s dating in The Old Testament~ An Introduction
(New York: Harper & Row, 1965), p. 616. C. 2 Enoch 45:1-3;
59:1-2. Sib*l Or. III, IV, V are of Jewish origin; cf.
c. T. Fritsc, 'ill'seudepigrapha, 11 The Interpreter's Dictionary
of the Bible, edited by G. A. Buttrick (Nashviiie: Abingdon
Press, 1962), III, 961.

42wenschkewitz, IV, 14.
43Here is the Hellenistic 2 Enoch or The Book of the
Secrets of Enoch; this book does, of course;-say that tract

11 demandsa pure heart" on the part of the sacrificer; yet
sacrifice is held highly in its own right; cf. 59:1-2;
66:2; (also 54:3), but 45:3. Jubilees and Sibylline Oracles
III also belong here; cf. footnote 39 su~ra.
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books which respect sacrifice because it is demanded by the
law.

The Palestinian Psalms of Sol.omon (as well as Eccle-

siasticus), for example, view the cultic practices through
the law. 44 There is a reverence for the Temple (Pa. Sol..

- -

8:10-19), but it is to the pure heart, much more than the
Temple, that expiation is attached.
God is for the pious.

The unmerited grace of

Also (Palestinian) 2 Esdras (4 Ezra)

laments the destruction of the Temple, but this poses no
problem for forgiveness (10:21-22) since the Lord is merciful.
to the humble and pious (10:24; 16:51-78). 45
The third and last group places value on cul.tic law as
the embodiment of the national and religious hopes and cl.aims
of Judaism.
praised.

In this division heroes of Israel's past are

In 1 Maccabees obedience to the law (2:51) and

faithfulness to the ritual cult are demanded (2:68).

These

aspects of religious piety are linked to the past heritage
and to people like Aaron and Daniel for motivation.

The

Palestinian Book of Judith says that every sacrifice is a
"small, little thing," but "he who fears the Lord shall be
great forever" (16:16).

Yet even Judith as a prominent figure

is careful. to carry out the prescribed sacrificial rites of
the law (16:18-19). 46
44wenschkewitz, IV, 15.
45 Ibid.
46Translation by A. E. Cowley,

A?,

I.
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Under the influence of Hellenism The Wisdom of Solomon
says that the wise man who has been tested is accepted as
a whole burnt offering {3:6). God is pictured as gracious
and merciful: 11 Por even if we sin, we are thine, knowing thy
dominion; but we shall not sin, lmowing that we are accounted
thine. 1147 Knowledge of God is righteousness {15:3); ignorance
leads to sin.
wisdom.

Ritual sacrifice is small in comparison to

Schmitz remarks:

Bei dieser Seichtigkeit des Schuldgefuhl.s 1st es kein
Wunder, dass auch das Suhnedurfnes sich sehr schwach
entwickelt zeigt, und darum die Opfersuhne weder kritisiert noch empfohlen wird, so freundlich der Verfasser
dem Opferbrauch im allgemeinen gegenubersteht.48
Two further documents merit consideration: the Hellenis-

------------

- ----------

tic Letter of Aristeas and the "Palestinian" Testament of

..................

Levi in the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs.
,iiii.;ii,.....,,iiiiiiiii...,;..,;;;;;;,

-

-

------

The Letter

.............- - - -

,S?.! Aristeas, which defends the Torah and asserts its superi-

ority to Greek philosophy and wisdom, is largely indifferent
to the expiatory value of ritual sacrifice.

When the writer

speaks of offering tame, not wild, animals in sacrifice, this
means symbolically "offering the soul in all its moods'• {170).
Aristeas, the writer, does not eliminate cultic sacrifice
completely {170, 172), but he emphasizes that God is not
honored with outward gifts.

47w1s. Sol. 15:2.
48schmitz, p. 128.

God is honored with purity of

Translation bys. Holmes, !ii.,, I.
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soul.

The consecration of the inward soul is the real
sacrifice. 49 In the Testament .2! ~ the angels in the
third(?) heaven serve the Lord and implore him in behalf
of all the sins of ignorance of the righteous; they bring
•
'\
> f' •
I,
""
"" •
I
to the Lord •rf",111~
,.,.,.,.,_,
ftOfllC"v
"'"
~v,u.,..,.•T•Y
"ff'pert/>•p.,..,,

"a sweet-smelling savour, a reasonable and bloodless offering" (3:6). 50
Portions of the Testaments

.2!

!!!!!, Twelve Patriarchs

were found among the Dead Sea Scrolls.

One might wonder

what Hebrew or Aramaic word lay behind the Greek

1oraK:s.

However, it seems on the basis of the fragments of the Testaments found at Qumran in caves I and IV that the Testament

.2! ~ , in which

AotaK•S

connection with the Testament
Sea Scrolls.

is found, does not have any

.2! Levi found among the Dead

The Christian flavor of our Greek Testament

.Q! Levi suggests it is a Christian writing in the literary
g enre of the Essenes and the Qumran community. 51 The
concern of the writer (a converted Essene 52 or Jewish

49Aristeas was a forerunner of Philo. Philo too
fits well into this section.
50Translation by R.H. Charles, _g, II.

51 The fragment of the Testament ,2! Levi discovered
at Qumran (cave IV) is "not slmliar to the one we lmow
and has no Christian character whatsoever" according to
J. Danielou, The Dead Sea Scrolls and Primitive Christianity (New York: American Library, 1958), P• 116.
52Ibid., P• 114.
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Christian53 ) is to pit the unbloody sacrifices of the heavenly sanctuary against the bloody sacrifices offered on earth.
The use o:f the word A•ir~s in the Testament ,2,! !!,!I! probably
reflects the thinking o:f the wider circles in which the Stoics
moved.

It is also post-Pauline.

The law looms large in this period.
are to be carried out meticulously.

Its stipulations

Often sacrifice is offer-

ed even i:f little value is attached to it simply because it
is commanded in the law.

In the background o:f sacrifice in

the p salms studied above is the thought that

11

was Gott im

l etzten Grunde will, ein Herz ist, das sich in Drangsal und
Gluck zu dem a lleinigen Helfer bekennt. 1154 In post-exilic
Juda ism, however, sacrifice is seen as something demanded
:from men by God, and so it lost its character as a gift of
grace.

"The obedience which it demonstrated became the thing

t hat mattered; hence side by side with it grew up other acts
o:f obedience o:f equal value. 1155
In the section o:f Ecclesiasticus quoted above 56 it is
cl ea r that various moral actions and attitudes, which are
not arbitrarily selected but are in accord with the law, are
53J. T. Milik, Ten Years o:f Discove~ in the Wilderness
o:f Judea in Studies in Biblical Theoiogy;J'.,ondon: scM Press,
1959), x., 34-35.
54Gunke1, II,ii, 217.
55 Eichrodt, I, 169.

56 Supra p. 51.
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equiva1ent to or even superior to ritual. sacrifice and al.so
have expiatory val.ue.
The offering of a righteous man who keeps the 1aw is
expiatory as is al.so the doing of kindness (Ecc1es. 35:1,2,7).
Where no sacrifice, prophet or prince can find mercy, the
contrite heart succeeds. 57 Al.ms work expiation (Tob. 4:12).
The re1ease of Jewish s1aves is a tha:nkoffering. 58 Prayer
is sacrifice. 59

Martyrdom appeases God's wrath which is

seen quantitive1y and can be counterbal.anced by compensating
martyrdom. 60 In Phi1o substitutes or equival.ents for ritua1
sacrifice are the soui, 61 truth, 62 virtue, 63 and faith. 64
Man now comes before God on the basis of his obedience
or the execution of some action which is equival.ent to ritual.
sacrifice.
intended.

No po1emic against cu1tic sacrifice is necessari1y
What has happened is that ethical. deeds and the

57nan. 3:39 (LXX) which is simi1ar to Ps. 50:19 (LXX).
But Danie1 does not simp1y say that the contrite heart and
1ow1y spirit is sacrifice; it is the equival.ent of the
sacrifice rejected in Pe. 50:18 (LXX) and moves into its p1ace.
58Aristeas 19:17.
59 2 Mace. 12:43-44; Dan. 3:40 (LXX).
604 Mace. 6:28-29; 2 Mace. 7:38.
61 Phi1o, Som. II,74;

62Phi1o, Det. 21.

-

63Phi1o, Sac. 51.
6 4Phi1o, Cher. 85.
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disposition of the heart are placed on the same level as the
prescribed ritual sacrifice. 65 The same benefits apply to
spiritual sacrifice as to cultic.

For the most part atonement is the purpose of sacrifice in post-exilic Judaism. 66
Sectarian Attitudes toward Sacrifice
The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Essenes denounced the
official cult at Jerusalem, whose priests were accused of
violating the sanctuary.

Under these conditions the sec-

tarians covenanted to avoid the Temple.

They were not opposed

to cultic worship per!!,!; they did send offerings to the Temple, but through a ritually cleansed person. 67 At Qumran
documents relating to the priesthood had been prepared and
preserved by the covenanters with the hope, presumably, of
one day exercising the duties of the priesthood at the Temple
themselves. 68 Whether or not the sect (Essenes?) offered
animal sacrifice of their own is a point of controversy. 69
65wenschkewitz, IV, 17, calls this the lguivalenztheorie.
66cf. Eichrodt, I, 168.
67G. Vermes, The Dead Sea Scrolls in English (Baltimore:
Penguin Books, 1962), p. 46.
68F. M. Cross, The Ancient Librffl of ~ a n (Revised
edition; New York: Doubleday & do.,1), ~01.
6 9The bones of animals, slaughtered and eaten, found at
Qumran raise the possibility of animal sacrifice; cf. Cross,
pp. 102,120. T. H. Gaster says that it is hard to see "how
a community so firmly committed to the traditional law could
ever have countenanced sacrifice outside the 'chosen place,'"
in "Sacrifices and Offerings, OT, 11 The Interoreter•s Dictionary;
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The covenantera considered their own piety to have
expiatory and atoning value.

Moreover, in keeping with

their sectarian attitude, they believed that their piety
was more acceptable to God than sacrifice as it was being
carried out at that time in Jerusalem.
cipline is important here.

----- - -

The Manual. of Dia-

When these become members of the Community of Israel
according to all these rules, they shall establish the
spirit of holiness according to everlasting truth.
They shall atone for guilty rebellion and for sins of
unfaithfulness that they may obtain lovingkindnesa for
the Land without the flesh of halocauata and the fat of
sacrifice. And prayer rightly offered shall be as an
acceptable fragrance of rightouaneas, and perfection
of the way as a delectable free-will offering. At that
time, the men of the Community shall be set apart as a
House of Holiness for Aaron for the union of supreme
holiness and (as) a House of Community for Israel, for
those who walk in perfection.70
The sect did not reject sacrifice, but in view of the intolerable situation in which they deemed the cult at Jerusalem to be, they attached the value of ritual sacrifice to
their pious suffering and prayera. 71
of the Bible, edited by G. A. Butt~ick (Nashville: Abingdon
Preas, 1962), IV, 158. As to the problem of whether Josephus
says the Essenes did or did not offer sacrifices of their own,
see L. H. Feldman's note (a) in Josephus with an ~liah
Translation (London: William Heinemann, 1965), IX~6-17.
Cf. Philo, Quf~ Om. Prob. 75, who says the Essenes served
God, not by o ering the sacrifice of animals, but by resolving to sanctify their minds.
70.,1.g§, 9:3-6. Translation by Vermes, p. 87.
7 1cf. J.M. Baumgarten, "Sacrifice and Worship among the
Jewish Sectarians of the Dead Sea (~an) Scroll, 11 Harvard
Theological Review, XLVI (1953), 149.
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Rabbinic Judaism and Sacrifice
The Seder Kodashim of the Mishnah presents a detailed
account of the sacrificial cult from the time of the second
Temple.

This in itself, especially in view of the fact that

the Mishnah was codified after the destruction of the Temple,
shows the rabbinical concern for the sacrificial cu1t.

In

the tractate Taanith of the Mishnah it is said that the daily
burnt-offerings in behalf of the people (the Tamid) ceased
and finally on the ninth day of the month Ab the Temple was
destroyed; ruefully it is said: "When Ab comes in, gladness
must be diminished. 1172 With the ruin of the Temple Rabbi
Joshua cried, "Woe to us, for this house lies in ruins, the
place where atonement was made. 1173 Without question sacrifice
in the Temple was valued highly by rabbinical Judaism, not
only as ordained by the law, but as a divine means of expiation and atonement.
The destruction of the Temple was a severe blow to
Judaism.

Nevertheless Judaism was able to carry on remark-

ably well without the sacrificial cu1t.

While sacrifice was

still being conducted at the Temple, it was believed that the
essential element in sacrifice was repentance.

"With the

72Hishnah, ~oed. Taanith 4,6. Translation by H. Danby,
The Mishnah (Lon on: Oxford University Press, 1950).
7 '•Aboth D'Rabbi Nathan 20a; translation from A. Cohen,
The Minor Tractates of the Talmud (London: The Soncino Press,

-
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1965), t.
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cessation of the cu1tue repentance itself was left the sole
condition of the remission of e1ne.n 74 In place of the sacrificial apparatus repentance and its fruits, good works, were
regarded as equivalent. 75 Even before the destruction of the
Temple the Jews in Palestine and the Diaspora used a theory
of equivalence.

The Rabbis too could speak of the expiatory
and atoning value of prayer, 76 deeds of kindneee, 77 the reading of the law, 78 repentance, 79 and the disposition of the
heart 80 as being equivalent and even superior to the sacrifices of the cult.
The rationale for substitution was not dependent on the
destruction of the Temple for its formulation.

The validity

of this theory of equivalence ~,as seen in the written tradition.

Already the prophets had called for obedience rather

74G. F. Moore, Judaism in the First Centuries of the
Christian Era (Cambridge, Mase.: Harvard University Press,

1946), f, 505.

75 Ibid., I, 506.
76bT Berakoth 32b; Tanhuma B., Zaw VIII, 9a, cited by
c. G. Montefiore and H. Loewe from Buber's edition in A
Rabbinic Anthology (New York: Meridian Books, 1963), p7 346.
77bT Sukkah 49b.

-

78bT ·Taanith 27b; bT Megillah 31b; bT Menahoth 110a;
Tanhuma~., •lhere Mot -,;a;, cited by Monteflore and Loewe,
p.

11§. -

-

79bT Berakoth 23a; Tosefta Yoma 5,9 (Z.,p. 190, line 22),
cited by Montefiore and Loewe, p. 323, from Zuckermandel'e
edition.
80cf H. Strack and P. Billerbeck, Kommentar sum Neuen
Teetament•aus Talmud und Midraech (Munich: c. H. :Beck•eche
Veriagsbuchhandiung, 1926), III, 296 and 26.
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than sacrifice.

Rabbi Simeon ben Gamaliel said, "Do not

sneer at justice."

He quoted the written tradition to give

weight to his admonition: "To do justice ••• is better
than sacrifice" (Prov. 21:3).

Justice could be done at al~

times, but sacrifice only while the Temple was standing.
Sacrifice atoned for involuntary sins, but justice for
voluntary and involuntary sins.

Justice could be exercised

in this world and the next, sacrifice only in this world by
man. 81 Again, sacrifice atoned only for a particular sin,
but suffering for a11. 82 Su:f'fering was aiso better than
sacrifice because it effected the body whereas sacrifice
effected the pocket. 83 Not only was there precedent in the
written and oral tradition for the substitution on pious
deeds for sacrifice, there was also at the destruction of
the Temple a rationale at hand for embracing and developing
the theory of equivalence.
The Pharisees, the immediate predecessors of rabbinic
or post New Testament normative Judaism, had preserved a
81 Deuteronom.y Rabbah, Shofetim V, 1 and 3. Translation
and citation from Montefiore and Loewe, p. 382.
82Midrash, Ps. 118:18 (243b, 16), cited according to
folio and section of Buber's edition by Montefiore and
Loewe, p. 543.
81-tekilta, Bahodesh, Yitro 10, pp. 240-241, cited
according to the edition of Horovitz by Montefiore and
Loewe, p. 546.
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long oral tradition which had a resilience. 84 When the
destruction of the Temple occurred, they were able, unlike their opponents the Sadducees, 85 to adjust to the
suddenness of the disappearance of the place of sacrifice.
They could and did use the substitution of pious deeds for
ritual sacrifice.
The attitude and teaching of the Pharisees in regard
to sacrifice was codified by their successors the Tanna. 1 im
in the Mishnah and also the later Gemara, which together
with the Mishnah comprises the Ta1mud.

Though the dating

of the material in the Mishnah and Ta1mud is by no means
easy, it can be safely presumed that rabbinic Judaism gives
an insight into the Pharisaic view of ritua1 and spiritua1
sacrifice in the day of St. Paul.
The biblical tradition places Paul at the feet of acertain Gamaliel, who was a member of the Pharisaic Sanhedrin
(Acts 22:3).

Paul himself--until his conversion--had been a

part of the Pharisaic movement which led to the drafting of
the Mishnah.

After his conversion, however, Paul's conception

of sacrifice and its function was profoundly changed.
8 ~. Black, "Pharisees," The Inter~eter•s Dictio~of
the Bible, edited by G. A. Buttrick (Na~vliie: Ab1ngdoness,

1962), ffI, 777.

8 5The Sadducees held only to the Pentateuch and then in
a literal fashion; they opposed the living oral tradition of
the Pharisees. With the destruction of the Temple the leadership of Judaism passed over fully to the Pharisees who could
adapt to the situation.

CHAF.J?ER IV

GOD'S WILL IN CONCRETE LIFE: SOMA.TIC SACRIFICE
Introduction
"I appeal to you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of
God," Paul begins in Rom. 12:1. 1 The mercies of God are the
source and foundation of A•i•bl ~Tpf~ 2 God• s mercy had already
made Paul's readers what they are.

Now this mercy presses

them to the fulfillment of their new life in Christ.

Pau1 1 s

words are not his own (Rom. 15:18); he appeals as the spokesman of God, God making his appeal through the apostle (2 Cor.
5: 20; 6: 1).

,.

Paul calls for logike latreia; yet this challenge

for both Paul and his readers comes through the mercies of God.
Paul's request is not therefore the voice of the law, but the
voice of the saving God. 3

The call for logike latreia rests

entirely on the new situation created and sustained by God's
grace andl11u11r:"t1(Rom. 1 :17).

Without the activity of God's

1Paul begins his exhortation by reminding his readers of
the saving work of God; see Rom. 1:16; 3:20-22; 6; 8:1-13 and
11:32. Cf. R. O. Tannehill,
and Risin! with Christ 1n
Beiheft zur Zeitschrift fiir de neutestament 1che w!ssenschaft
(Beri!n: veriag ll:trea !8peimann, 1967), mtt, 11.
2Hereafter logiki latreia.

raing

3H. Schlier,

Vom Wesen der apostolischen Ermalmung nach
Romerbrief 12,1-2, Die Zeit der Kirche (heiburg: Herder,
1956), p. 80. Schlier says that, although Pau.1 is the grammatical subject of the apostolic exb.ortati.on 1n °1 appeal to
you," the conceptual subject is nevertheless the mercies of
God; cf. pp. 78-80.
11

11
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mercies the exhortation of Pau1 wou1d be powerless and general moraliam.
In Rom. 12:1-2 Paul is concerned about the service which
believers must render to God.

Accordingly he directs them to

two aspects of the proper response, the reasonable response,
of the Christian to the mercies of God: (a) Somatic sacrifice
which is the surrender of one's intercourse 1n the world to
the rule of God, and (b) The transformation of the believer
which is necessary to be enabled to test and prove what is
the will of God in everyday life.

A

Fundamental for logike

latreia is the once and for all giving of one's own self as
,,.;;,,..,_ 4 to God. This decisive surrender must be followed
by a quest to grow 1n the affirmation of God's w111.

Briefly

A

stated, logike latreia is the surrender of the believer to
the will of God.
Three adjectives modify Sur{.. 5 in Rom. 12:1.

Each

epithet has its own distinetive meaning; yet they merge into
one another and complement each other.
flect the initiating work of God.

These adjectives re-

Somatic sacrifice can be

"living" only because God has created a new life situation 1n
Christ.

This life is holy because it is God's and in this

new aeon is freed for God's service.

The body given in

response to God's mercy is an acceptable or well-pleasing
4.....

A
A
is man as he is related to the
'Hereafter soma.
Soma
world. See infra P•B5.

5Hereafter thusia.

7'3

sacrifice to God6 because it is the concrete realization
of God's dominion and rule inaugurated in Christ.

On the

part of the believer somatic sacrifice is the concrete dedication of himself to God's will in obedience ("holy") from
the heart ( 11well-pleasing11 ) .
Somatic Sacrifice: Living
Paul calls for a somatic sacrifice which is "living."
The combination "living sacrifice" is somewhat paradoxical.
Sacrifice has the notion of death attached to it.

The epi-

thet "living" was not part of customary sacrificial language
and not directly related to ritual sacrifice before or in
Paul's day.

In the sacrifice of animals the victim gave up

its life.
In "living sacrifice" Paul has placed the ideas of death
and life together, a living-dying. 7 The background for living
sacrifice is not the cultic sacrificial ritua18 but the death
6 I take

,w~'

A

"

11•w
~

Pl
with •u~,~.

7Paul elsewhere speaks of Christians as dying, yet
living: Gal. 2:19-20; 2 Cor. 4:8-16; 6:9.
8 The adjective "living" ought not be emphasized so that
the other two epithets modify "living sacrifice." This interpretation has led to pitting the somatic sacrifice of Christians against the 11 dead" sacrifices of cultic worship (even
though these sacrifices were also living when offered); for
this view see E. Gaue;ler, Der Brief an die Romer (Zurich:
Zwingli-Verlag, 1952), II, 236; E. kb.hi, Der Brief des Paulus
an die Romer {Leipzig: Quelle & Meyer, 1913), p. 416; M. Luther,
Luther: Lectures on Romans, translated from the German by
Pauck (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1961), XV,

w.
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and resurrection of Jesus in which the believer participates
through his sacramental union with Christ.9

It was Christ

who died and rose; the believer was baptised into his death
(Rom. 6:3).

Christ died; the believer through baptism was

buried with Christ (Rom. 6:4).

In other words, the believer

lives in the new possibility created by Christ.

He can have

a new Lord.

He died to

This does not mean he did not die.

sin in Christ (Rom. 6:4b, 11).

The emphasis, however, is on

Christ's death; his death broke the power of sin and makes
possible a new life for the believer freed from the tyranny
323;et al. For a correcting view see H. Schlier, p. 83; and
espec'IaII'y o. E. B. CranfieJ.d, A Comment~ on Romans 12-13
in Scottish Journal of TheoJ.o
OccasionaPa ers (London:
Oliver
oy, 1
, X , 9-10.
woul
e more reasonabJ.e
to see a resemblance between Paul's sacrifice and animal. sacrifice. F. J. Leenhardt says, 11 The putting to death of the
deeds of the body resembles very closely the death of the
sacrificial victim, a death which is intended to reJ.ease .J.ife
and produce a liberating, revivifying effect"; The ~istie to
the Romans (New York: The World PubJ.ishing Co., 196 , p. 212.
9cf. Rom. 6:13; 8:13. For brief discussions of the relationship of baptism to the death and resurrection of Christ
see H. SchJ.ier, "Die Taufe nach dem 6. KapiteJ. des Romerbriefes,11 EvangeJ.isch TheoJ.ogie, V (1938), 335-347; G. Bornkamm,
11 Taufe und neues Leben bei Paul.us," Das Ende des Gesetzes,
Gesammelte Aufsatze. I in Beitrafe zur evangeJ.ischen Theoiogie
(Fifth edition; M'O.nchen: Ohr. i6lser Veriagt 1966), XVI, 37-44;
V. P. Furnish, TheoJ.og.y and Ethics in Paul. NashviJ.J.e: Abingdon
Press, 1968), pp. 171-181; and R.
TannehiJ.J.. In baptismal
union with Christ the beJ.iever does not J.ose his identity.
The word union only says that Christ dweJ.ls in the believer
and that the life of the beJ.iever is not his own except to
accept it (Gal. 2:19-20). The continuing task of faith is
to recognize the union which God has wrought between the believer and Christ. Faith exercises itself in appropriating
this fact. The believer retains his identity in union with
Christ as a believer.

c.

-
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of sin.

Before baptism the non-believer was dead in sin

(Eph. 2:1; Col. 2:1,).

Through union with Christ the believer

died to sin's dominion (Rom. 6:2,6).

He has no more life

to give to it.
What life the believer has now, he has in Christ.

This

life is not a repetition of Christ's dying and rising, but
is based upon the Christ event.

The believer now dies to

himself and sin in order to rise to life for God.

In order

to understand the quality of the believer's life in Christ,
the living sacrifice must be seen in the light of Paul's
sin/righteousness antithesis (Rom. 6:1, 1 16-18).

The non-

believer was a slave under the power of sin, the law and
death.

His concrete life and the members of his body were

bound in death.

Likewise the concrete disposal of the body

in righteousness exhibits Christ's life-giving Lordship.

As

the antithesis of sin, the believer's life in Christ is life
from God and for God.

It is deliverance from the old slave-

master to life under a new Lord.

It is deliverance from the

old aeon to the rule of God (Gal. 1:4; Col. 1:13).

"Thus man

is saved because he has a new Lord. What God gives to man
through Christ is himself as Lord. 1110

-

The body-sin relationship was destroyed (Rom. 6:6); the
believer was delivered from the body under death (Rom. 7:24).
Nevertheless the believer is still in a mortal body and a
10Tannehill, P• 82.
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tempted body (Rom. 6:12; 8:11). 11

The believer must live

under God's promise: "Sin will have no dominion over you,
' "

I

since you are not""· v•r.uv

C

'

,

but "1r. X"-t•V

n

(Rom. 6:14).

This is a promise, a promise to which the believer relates
himself' through faith.

He is under grace; he is no longer

under the domination of the old aeon.

Since the believer

still has a mortal and tempted body, he must "take heed lest
he f'all" (I Cor. 10:12,6).

He must trust God, who will up-

hold him in temptation (I Cor. 10:13; Col. 1:23).
The foundation of the believer's life of' obedience to
God rests upon what Christ accomplished by his death and
resurrection.

Christ died to sin and rose to God.

augurated the kingdom of grace.
lished himself as Lord.
dominion.

He in-

Once and for all he estab-

Once and f'or all he founded a new

The believer can only live under grace.

However,

11 I do not take rWfUi ,-; 9,,Lnu (Rom. 7:24) and 8•11-r)v nl,-.
(Rom. 6:12; 8:11) to be equivalent phrases; but see F. ~lass
and A. Debrunner, A Greek Grammar of' the New Testament, a
revision and translation by R. W. Funk of the 9-1oth German
edition of' Grammatik des neutestamentlichen Griechisch
(Gottingen: ande oec
uprec ,
an
9
icago:
The University of' Chicago Press, 1961 , par. 165. I believe
there is a distinction between phrases such as the body of'
sin (Rom. 6:6) and of' death (Rom. 7:24) on the one hand and
the mortal body (Rom. 6:12; 8:11) on the other. Through baptism into Christ the body of sin was destroyed as was the
body under death. The believer still has a mortal body,
though, and must resist its temptations (Rom. 6:12), and
he must put to death the deeds of the body by the Spirit's
power (Rom. 8:13). The f'act that the mortal body can be presented to God (Rom. 6:13b; 12:1) and is indwelt by the Spirit
sets it apart f'rom the body of' sin and death. The presentation of' the mortal body to God is possible not by virtue of'
the body itself, but because it is under a new Lord.
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the Christian still lives in and participates in the unredeemed world.

He has a mortal body.

As a member of the new

aeon he must live in the present age by faith.

11

Consider

yourselves dead to sin and alive to God in Christ Jesus"
(Rom. 6: 11).
sin.

-He was delivered from the dominion

The believer is not to live as if he died to

He died to sin!

of darlmess and transferred into the kingdom of God's Son
(Col. 1:13).

Being

11

dead to sin11 is not an ideal to strive

for, but an eschatological fact.

The life of the believer

must now be a continuous manifestation and affirmation of
his burial with Christ and rising to newness of life.

The

Christian must put to death the deeds of the body (Rom. 8:13)
and what is earthly in himself (Col. 3:5).
himself at God's disposal.

He must place

The paradox of a living sacrifice

includes both dying to sin and living to God.

A

to himself and to sin releases his life for God.

man's dying
Since the

Christian is a member of the new aeon, he has in reality no
more life to give to the old powers.
Somatic Sacrifice: Holy
God's will for his people is their growth in holiness
(I Thees. 4:3).

This holiness is not the production or ac-

cumulation of moral deeds.

It is none other than the rule of

grace or Spirit in the believer.
word

11

holy11 denotes

11

In the Old Testament the

being set apart. 11

Israel was created

a holy people by God's calling and set apart for his service.
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Paul is in accord with the Old Testament. 12
In the background of Paul's tb1nk1ng about holiness
is his affirmation that the created world belongs to God
even though at the present time it is under the powers of
darkness and the dominion of the old aeon. 1' The believer
was called for holiness or God's service in this present
evil age (I These. 4:7).

He not only has been set apart

for God's work but is himself the recipient of new life
created by the Spirit.

This life is determined by the be-

liever's relationship to Christ.

Without Christ man is sub-

ject to the powers of this world which exercise their ru1e
A

over his soma.

The life of the believer is not of this world,

but under the rule of grace.

Consequently its nature and

function is not to serve the powers of this world or the
flesh, but to live through baptismal union with Christ for
the praise of God's glory (Eph. 1:11-14).
A key thought for the response of the Christian to
God's calling to holiness is obedience.

Yielding to the

world (Col. 2:20) or being conformed to this aeon (Rom. 12:2)
is of little value in checking the flesh (Col. 2:23) and
leads to disobedience and death.

Obedience, on the other

hand, brings to light righteousness, not of one's own as
12Paul sees himself as set apart for the gospe1 (Rom.
1:1). Romans itself was written to present Paul's program
of bringing the nations to obedience to the gospel (Rom. 1:5;
15:14-21).
1 3Rom. 1:20; I Cor. 2:6; 2 Cor. 4:4; Ga1. ~:3.
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under the law, but of grace. and leads to sanctification
and life (Rom. 5:18-21; 6:19-22).

This obedience is ab-

solutely necessary because to be freed from sin does not
mean one is free to do whatever he wishes.

That is slavery.

As Paul sees man his life is determined by powers without.
He can. be either a slave of unrighteousness or of righteousness.

Obedience to God shows that the believer confronts

the present age in which he lives as a slave of the new
aeon.

He has a new Lord.
What is done in the body is not a matter of indifference.

How a man engages in life 1n this present aeon is vital.
Paul does not reject the body as did the Stoics and the
writers of the Hermetica in a dualistic manner.

What is

crucial for Paul in this age is not deliverance from the
tempted body--which is not possible--but the deliverance of
the body from subjection to the dominion of sin, law and
death.

The body is the temple of the Holy Spirit (I Cor.

6:19) and a member of the Body of Christ (I Cor. 6:15-16).
The body is meant for the Lord, and the Lord for the body;
as God raised the Lord, he will also raise the body on the
Last Day (I Cor. 6:1,-14; 15:44).

As Christ entered the

flesh to overcome sin (Rom. 8:,), so the Spirit enters the
believer and leads him against the flesh (Rom. 8:5; Gal. 5:17).
The Spirit becomes the standard of the new life ( see
Rom. 8:4).

'

..

ltLT.&. • • " ~

As the members of the body once served sin, so

now they ought to be weapons of righteousness (Rom. 6:1,).
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and they ought to serve with equal zeal (Rom. 6:22).
God ca1led the believers (Rom. 1:6-7).
set apart for his service by this call.

They have been

Christians are not

called upon for moral deeds of their own devising, but are
called to surrender themselves to God's will in obedience
to the gospel.

Somatic sacrifice is holy in that the be-

liever gives himself to the end for which he was and is called.
Somatic Sacrifice: Well-pleasing to God
What is pleasing (~p/r~•Lv ) to God is the .fulfilling
of his saving will.

Thos~- who yield themselves to this wil1

are offering a sacrifice pleasing to God.

Those who with-

stand this saving will, for example, by hindering the proclamation of the gospel (I Thees. 2:15-16), are under wrath.
The believer must understand that he lives in Christ and
that his activities must be determined by this fact.
ought to imitate God in Christ (Eph. 5:1-2).

He

The placing

of the body at God's disposal corresponds to God's will and
is an acceptable sacrifice.
In the Old Testament what was pleasing to God was not
sacrifice but sacrifice coupled with obedience from the heart.
The mere execution of ritual stipulations allowed for the
possibility of duplicity on the part of the sacrifice~. 14
141n the folk religions, against which the Hellenistic
philosophers inveighed, sacrifice was a means of appeasing
the wrath of the gods and influencing them. o. Schmitz says
that in post-exilic Palestinian Judaism sacrifice was executed
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Paul in a similar fashion warns slaves of the eschatological
community (slaves of righteousness) to serve their earthly
masters not with eye-service as men-pleasers, but as serving
the Lord (Ep. 6:5-8; Col. 3:22).
The sacrifice of the community of saints rules out
duplicity.

The concrete disposal of the body in love and obedi-

ence to God is itself the sacrifice.
are one.

Sacrifice and sacrificer

This phenomenon is a manifestation of the new aeon.

The will of the Lord and the will of the believer meet in the
believer's relationship to the world through his soma.

The

believer must serve God from the heart in actual life in the
old aeon.

In this sacrifice the saving will of God is being

affirmed.
Called by God the Christian is not to seek to please
himself.

That is the standard of the old aeon to which the

believer must not be conformed.

The believer ought not to

seek to please himself (Rom. 15:1) nor to press for his own
advantage (I Cor. 10:33).

The antonym to pleasing oneself
is not "to detest oneselfn 15 but (as in Rom. 15:1) "to bear

as God demanded, but often to further the will of those who
sacrificed, a will which may or may not have been iR accord
with the will of God; cf. Die Operanscha~~ des spateren
Judentums und die O feraussa en des N'euenestaments {T'O.b1ngen:
aul
, p. 194.
15w. Foerster notes that t\e expression is used this way
in Epic., Diss. II, 18, 19; cf. "-'p/r111w , 11 Theololical Dictionary;
of the New Testament, edited by G. w. Bromliey {~rand Rapids:
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1964), I, 455.
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with the failings of' the weak" or 11to deny oneael.f'.n 16
PauJ. is not appealing f'or physical. or spiritual. martyrdom,
but love.

In response to the gospel. he calla f'or the

service among men of' the new, not the ol.d, aeon.

Denying

oneself' means to bear a brother's weaknesses and pursue
mutual edification (Rom. 14:9; 15:5; Gal. 6:22).

If' to

serve a brother one must deny himsel.f', this is God's good
will and the sacrifice of' the new aeon which is wel.l.-pl.easing
to God. 17 Foregoing meat of'f'ered to idol.a, if' eating woul.d
injure a brother's faith, is wel.l.-pl.easing to God, serving
the Lord (Rom. 14:18; I Cor. 10:31-32), and walking in l.ove
(Rom. 14:5).

Paul's concern is that the Christian not de-

stroy the saving work of' God in the believing community
just to satisfy himself' (Rom. 14:19-20).

Moreover, in the

world the believer ought to try to please al.l men, that they
might be saved (I Cor. 10:33).

The pattern f'or giving one-

self' f'or another is Christ himsel.f', the Head of' the new aeon,
whom the Christian ought to imitate as Paul himself' does
(Rom. 15:3,7-8; I Cor. 11:1).
Pleasing all men is to be based upon the gospel and
not done at the expense of' the gospel.

As a slave of' Christ

Paul does not empty the gospel of' its power to please men
(Gal. 1:10; I Cor. 1:17).

16Ibid.
17cf. Phil. 4:18.

In bringing the gospel to men,
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Pau1 strives to please God who tests the heart (I These.
2:4,15).

Pau1•s defense of his ministry in a let-ter to

the Thessalonians centers in the integrity of his pastoral
concern as a bearer of the gospel to men (I Thess. 2:1-13).
He sees himself as obligated to bring the nations to, obedience to the gospel {Rom. 1:5).

Paul prays many times that

his hearers might be strengthened by the gospel and thus be
enabled by its power to live in a manner worthy of eternal.
life.
Paul exhorts his readers in Rom. 12:1 to present their
> ,

bodies as a sacrifice well-pleasing to God. £v•p• .. T•S

,

with one exception {Titus 2:9), refers to God's attitude
toward the conduct of the believer. 18 Not eating meat
offered to idols for the sake of a brother (Rom. 14:8), the
obedience of children to their parents (Col. 3:20), the gift
of the Philippians to the imprisoned apostle (Phil. 4:18)
are all acceptable to Goel.

All indicate that man's relation-

ship to his outside world must be placed under the Lordship
of Christ.
The reference to the body given once and for all as a
sacrifice well-pleasing to God (Rom. 12:1) looks ahead to
Rom. 12:2, where Paul asks his hearers themselves to teat
(approve) what is pleasing to God (Eph. 5:10; 2 Cor. 5:9).
In all walks of life and in all circumstances (Col. 1:10)
18Foerster, I, 457.
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in this present aeon the believer must seek to please God.
This dedication of the body to God's will is the crown of
the life of faith.
\

Ii:

,.

Somatic Sacrifice: /\of, K.,,. ,,.&Tp•1.~
The connotations of s~ma are somewhat fluid in Pau~, 19
but important in Rom. 12:1.
trated by Romans 6.
destroyed (Rom. 6:6).

The meaning here is best illus-

Paul has said that the body of sin was
The believer ought to reckon himself

dead to sin and alive to God (Rom. 6:11).

"Therefore," Paul

,

continues, "let not sin reign in your mortal r-.wn

11

(Rom. 6:

12); this means: "Do not place your members as weapons of unrighteousness at the disposal of sin (Rom. 6:13a).
Paul urges:

11

Positively

Put yourselves at God's disposal" (Rom. 6:13b);

this in turn means: place "your members as weapons of righteousness at God's disposal" (Rom. 6:13c).
11

Again Paul says:

As you placed your members as slaves at the disposal of

iniquity • • • so now place your members as slaves at the
disposal of righteousness" (Rom. 6:19).

In Rom. 12:1 Paul

exhorts his readers to present their same.ta (plural) as a
sacrifice.

-

""'
'
I
Soma
in Rom. 6:12 is parallel to ,~u-r.uJ
in Rom. 6:13b;

it can be translated "oneself."

This is true al.so in Rom. 12:1;

19of. w. D. Stacey, The Pau1ine View of Man (London:
Macm111an & Co., 1956), pp. 181-193; R. Buitmann, Theolo&f
of the New Testament (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 951),
f, 192-203.
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~

!!l1 English Bible, for example, translates s8mata as

"selves." However the retention of bodies as a translation
of soma.ta
is to be preferred.
"

The Stoics and the writers

of the Hermetica (as well as much of modern day piety)
could applaud the surrender of the self to the good.

,,.

But

-

Paul makes his point inescapable by using soma rather than
the reflexive pronoun.

Paul is talking about the surrender

of one's physical self in the broad sense.

Tannehill says

refers to man in his openness to that which is outside

that for Paul sima

of himself. Man as body is man-in-relation. He is
open to be essentially conditioned by his participation
in what is larger than himself. sS'ma is not that which
distinguishes one person from another, but that which
relates him to others and which forms the basis of a
self-determining participation in self-transcending
realities. Thus sSma is clearly man in his physical.ness,
that is, in his connection to the outside world and
interaction with it.20
When addressing more than one person in a similar con-

-

text, Paul uses sSma in the singular as well as the plural.
This is not inadvertence on Paul's part, but reflects his
20Tann.ehill, pp. 70-71. K. Barth says, "Now, the body
is the observable, historical man, of whom alone we have knowledge"; The EDistle to the Romans, translated from the 6th
German edition by E. c. Hosbiis (London: Oxford University
Press, 1950), p. 429. E. Ka.semann, suggesting a correction
of Bultmann's analysis of s6ma, writes: "Doch geht es beim
paulinischen Begriff des Le1bes nicht ausschliesslich und vor
allem um die Personalitat des Menschen, sondern zum mindesten
an den theologisch bedeutsamsten Stellen um seine Fa.b.igk:eit
zur Kommunikation und die Realitat seiner Zugehorigk:eit zu
einer 1hn qualifizierenden Welt"; E. Ka.semann, "Gottesdienst
im Alltag der Welt (zu Rm 12), 11 Judentum. 1 Urchristentum,
Kirche: Festschri.ft fur Joachim Jeremias (:Beriln: Veriag
llfred T6pelmanu, 1960), p. 167.
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view of man as s~ma.

In presenting afomata to God the be-

lievers are not offering something they have, but what they
are.

When Paul exhorts, "Let not sin reign in your (pl.ura1)

mortal. body," he is not thinking about their individual.ism
( to use a modern term) , but about what they are.
mortal. body.

,

fle.\ 11

•

They are

"'
In Rom. 12:1 Paul does not qual.ify somata
with

He is referring to the whole of man• s rel.ationship

to the outside world.

The rest of chapter twel.ve shows that

this incl.udes how a man relates to others by his members, his
emotions and his mental capacities.

-

-

s8ma exist for and to something or someone. It is
determined by what has power over it. 1121 The reign of sin
11

manifests itself in the body and its members.
is meant for the Lord (I Cor. 6:13).

l3ut the body

The bel.iever must l.et

the claim of God show itself forth in his rel.ationship with
the world.

The believer must l.et his l.ife be determined by

the cross and resurrection of Christ Jesus; he must dedicate
himsel.f to God's service in his intercourse with the worl.d.
In short, Paul. appeal.a for his readers to "present your bodies
as a sacri.fice--living, hol.y and acceptabl.e to God" (Rom.
12:1).
In Paul. there appear no sacrifices which are not outwardl.y embodied.

Though Paul. uses thusia onl.y five times,

it is worth noting that he does not advocate any spiritual,,.
ization of sacrifice.

A

There is no l.ogike thusia in the sense

21 Tannehil.l., P• 71.
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that man hae a higher nature with which to honor God.

Jfurther,

Paul doee not take occasion to say that prayer or the reading
of the law is sacrifice.

Paul is not interested in a theory

of substitution at all in regard to sacrifice.

Paul aims at

the zenith of service to God which is the giving of oneself
A

as .!!sm!! to the will of God. Further, Paul sees Christ's
offering of himself for others (Eph. 5:2) and the naterial
gift of the Philippians which he received (Phil. 4:18) as
sacrifice to God.

Paul pictures his possible martyrdom as

sacrifice (Phil. 2:17); he was willing to offer himself for
others, and not martyrdom or some acts of piety to God (as a
substitutionary means of atonement).

Concreteness, corporal-

ity, how a man relates to the world, are consistent with Paul's
thoughts on sacrifice of the body.

Paul sees the believer

under grace in a new relationship to the world.

Paul is not

merely talking about a Weltanschauung or of the disposition
of the heart, though these are not excluded.

He goes beyond

that to outward action where the issue of obedience is at
stake, where the Christian man under grace meets the world of
everyday life.
The offering of the body is described by Pau1 in sacrificial terminology. 22 In cu1tic action the offerer places

,

"

~

22 lr.a.parT•"""' wvr1.a,1 is a technical term in the language
of Hellenistic sacrifice. Cf. o. Michel, Der Brief an die
Romer in Kritisch-exefetisoher Kommentar u'ber das ieue !estament (Thirteenth edit on; Gbttingen: Vandenhoeck l Ruprecht,
1966), p. 291, footnote 5.
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his sacrifice at the disposal of the Deity with a finality.
In Rom. 12:1 the aorist infinitive calls for the surrender
A
of somata
in sacrifice once and for all, with decisiveness
and ~ithout reservation. 23 Continuation in sin does not

take into account the reality of the new life already created
by grace.

The ne rcies of God challenge the believer to bring

forth somatic sacrifice, but the believer is challenged in
such a way that the very challenge brings out the new situation
in which the believer stands.

Paul does not ask his readers

to gain the initial victory over sin (Christ did that), but
he asks them to commit themselves to it.

Since the believer

is still in the mortal body, God's mercies must challenge
and re-challenge him.

Paul I s use of the aorist infinitive

does not mean that the believer need not renew his surrender,
A

but it does indicate that logike latreia demands total and
decisive commitment.

Without this decisive surrender of one's

sSma in concrete life, slavery to righteousness is not seriously entertained.
In apposition to

11

present ·your bodies as a thusia which

is living, holy and acceptable to God, 11 is not simply latreia,
but logik~ latreia.

The word logikos was a favorite word of

2'1n Rom. 6:13a Paul's charge to cease fielding one's
members as weapons of unrighteousness is lnhe present imperative. The believer must constantly be on guard against
the temptation and deeds of th! body (Rom. 6:12; 8:13). ~he
demand to present oneself as soma to God for righteousness is
in the aorist imperative (Rom71,:13b,19b). In order to engage
in the struggle against sin the believer must decide and redecide to let the cross determine his life with decisiveness.
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Hellenistic philosophers.

In general log1kos in Hellenism

referred to the higher or intelligent aspect of man which
distinguished him from animals and other forms of being.
Without being technical the word would mean either
or "rational."

11

spiritua1n

The word logikos was undoubted1y in current

use in the pagan circles 1n which Paul worked.

The materia1s

which were examined earlier in this paper offer abundant
evidence of that.
Paul, in my opinion, took the word logikos and placed
it into a new setting, while maintaining its genera1 meaning.
Since Paul only uses the word once there does not seem to be
any recourse other than to settle for either 11rationa1" or

"spiritual" service (to God) or worship as the translation
A

of logike latreia.

In using this favorite word of Hellenism,

Paul applies it not to man, however, not to thusia, but to
latreia.

What kind of worship is consonant with this high

expression of Hellenism?

Or, for Paul, what kind of worship

corresponds to the new aeon?
corresponds with truth?

Or, what kind of service to God

There seems to be little evidence

that Paul works with a theology of the Logos.

In Paul

logikos does not appear to mean "corresponding to the Logos."
A

Nor can logikos mean "spiritual" in the sense that logike
latreia is that service which issues from the supernatural
event in Christ.

Then Paul would be indicating with logikoa

the worship of the new aeon.
to choose between

11

However, if one were compelled

sp1r1tua1° and "rat1ona1,"

would seem to be the best choice.

11

rationa1a

Logikos in its general.
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Hellenistic use referred to the intelligent aspect of man.
Paul said earlier that the heathen have a "base mind" (Rom.
1:28).

The very fact that Paul speaks of the renewal of

the mind in Rom. 12:2 would argue in favor of "rational"
as the translation of logikos 1n Rom. 12:1.

Somatic sac-

rifice is what Paul calls reasonable or rationa1 service
to God.

Contrast the life of a man with a renewed mind in

-

Christ with the life of a man with a no~s under the flesh
(Col. 2: 18) •

-

The life which issues from the nous
"" under

the power of the flesh is in striking contrast to that of
A

the renewed !12!!.!•

One is filled with boasting, self-reliance

and self-centeredness; the other bears the fruits of the
Spirit such as faith, hope and love. 24
The thrust of reasonable service to God is at odds with

.. - ••"-P•..,..Y
_,

what we discovered in the Hellenistic and much of the extrabiblical literature.

~

The sacrifice which is .,,. v•'t'

is not directed immediately to God, but brings God's love
into man's intercourse with others.
others; this is sacrifice to God.
the pattern of Christ.

Christ gave himself for
The believers must imitate

Somatic sacrifice is different than

the logik~ thusia of the mystic which is hermetically sealed
between the wise man and his God, or the Stoic virtue which
is determined by what corresponds to man's true manhood.
Somatic sacrifice which is submission of a man's will to God's
24cp. Rom. 1 and 12. Cf. G. Bornkarnm, DFaith and Reason
in Paul's Epistles," New Testament Studies, V (1957-1958),93-100.
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will is often at odds with sacrifices 1n extra-biblical
literature.

Here sacrifices at times serve as a means of

bringing God to some desired course of action such as guaranteeing the preservation of nationalistic hopes.
The setting for self-surrender is first of all--as a
minimal demand--the Christian cult, and secondly, and equally
important, the world.

The highest expression of worship is

to stand in the freedom of Christ in order to serve others,
both believers and non-believers, in love.

Love is the ful-

filling of the law of the covenant which in the Old Testament was not established to create an in-group or a sect. 25
Israel was to be a light to the nations.
Love is at the core of reasonable worship. 26

Love in

Christ, if it be genuine, reaches into concrete everyday
life and brings the redeeming power of God to men within
and without the fellowship of Christ.

After Rom. 12:1-2

Paul proceeds in the remainder of his letter to urge his
readers to let God's rule be manifested in their intercourse
with those within and without the Christian community.
The task is not easy; commitment is required.

The task is

not to be taken lightly; it is the reasonable and serious
25 of. Gal.. 5:1,-14.
26rf Paul has a polemic in Rom. 12:1, which I am suggesting, it lies in the unreasonableness of the worship of
God which is divorced from ethics. ~or Paul, of course,
ethics cannot be separated :from his understanding of salvation. Cf. Tannehill, P• 82; BornkaJDJD, Studies, V, 100.
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demand of God in Christ.

The task is not idealistic;

the believer already stands in the new aeon with Christ
as his Lord.

In this present evil age the life of the

world to come takes the form of somatic sacrifice.

Por

Paul this is the only conclusion to be drawn from his
soteriological assertions 1n the chapters preceding Rom.
12:1-2.

"Therefore,

my

brothers, I appeal to you, by the

mercies of God, to present your bodies as a sacrifice • • •
which is your reasonable service" (Rom. 12:1).

CHAPTER V
SEEKING GOD'S WILL IN CONCR:E'!E LID
Seek God's Willi
Paul is concerned about the moral life of believers
in Rom. 12:1-2.

Christians are new moral beings because

they have a new Lord.

They have been set apart (Rom. 1:1,6-7).

They are in a new realm within this present evil age (Col.
1:13).

They have a new Weltanschauung (Col. 3:1-4).

Though

they are no longer of the world, they are still in the world
(I Cor. 5:10).

Bought with a price, they must glorify God

in their body (I Cor. 6:20).

The way the members in Christ's

sphere relate to the world is crucial.
There are no areas in the Christian's life in which he
can settle for independent action.
the sense of the Stoics.

There is no adiaphoron in

What God's will is for the individual

Christian and the worshiping community, however, is not always
spelled out.

The e~ples and teachings of Christ and the

leading figures in the primitive church are models and patterns
to be emulated, but they are not, and are not intended to be,
detailed blueprints for everyday living.

The law itself, which
is God's will, is not co-extensive with his will. 1 Further,
1v. P. Furnish, who also points out that there is no
appeal to the law in Rom. 12:1-2, and further that God's will
is continually being revealed to man; cf. Theoloef and Ethics
in Paul (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1968), PP• 1 -105,
footnote 67.
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Christians cannot re1y on the immediacy of the Spirit 1n
ascertaining God's wi11.

There are many areas and circum-

stances in which the be1iever wi11 need to find out for
h1mse1f what the wi11 of God is.
Pau1 introduces a new step in Christian ethics 1n
Rom. 12:1-2. 2 He writes to Christians whose situation he
does not ful.1y lmow, yet he can counse1 them in the matter
of finding out what the will of God is in concrete everyday life.

Paul urges his readers to prove (by testing)

what God• s will is.
superfluous.

A o,t 1,..~ i•1v

Paul presses his demand.

'

is not

His appeal is based

on a singular motivation: in response to the mercies of God
the man in Christ must examine his 1ife in this present
aeon and in his Christian life test for God's wi11 with a
view toward pleasing God.
Pau1 believes that Christians are able to discern and
approve God's wil1.
sphere of existence.
Christ

This abi1ity resides 1n their new
They are no 1onger 1n Adam, but in

(Rom. 5:12-21).

Separation from the o1d aeon and

its bondage, though a rea1ity for the be1iever, is not
irreversib1e.

Paul's use of the present passive imperative

2cf. E. Kasemann, "Gottesdienst 1m A11tag der We1t.(zu
Rm 12), 11 JudentumlnUrchristentum1 Kirche: Festschrift :tiir
Joachim Jeremias
Be1hefte zur ze!tschrlh :tdr die neutestamentilche Wissenschaft (Ber1in: lifred !8pelmann,

1960), fivl, 166.

3Hereafter dokimazein.
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rurx .. r•,.:-, e-r:le

4 shows that the old age, with its

ethical content, has a menacing potential to infiuence and
shape the existence of the baptized person,

The believer

must live in this present aeon, but in his Christian life
he is urged to stand free from it.

Man is always ruled.

Either the old age or the Holy Spirit will have power over
a man.

The power of the flesh is stronger than man, and the

believer, unaided by the Spirit, will fall under its dominion.
Only the Spirit, who mediates the Victory of Christ, is
stronger than sin.

The Spirit enables the baptized person

to live in detachment from the old evil age (Gal. 5:22-26).
To reject the Spirit's power and leading, however, is to be
prey for the power of the flesh (Rom. 6:18; 8:13; Gal. 3:3;
5:25).

The Christian is always ruled; it is onl.y a question

of the proper Lord.

Paul urges the members of the new aeon,

"Do not be conformed to this present age" (Rom. 12:2).
It might appear as if Paul contradicts himself 1n urging
his hearers not to be conformed to this present age.

He has

already said that in baptism the Christian died to sin and is
alive and open to God (Rom. 6:3-4,11).
dicative, as I see it,

11

Paul says in the in-

You died to the powers of the old

4Eereafter suschtmatizesthe. The Greek uncial manuscripts
A, D and G have two liif!n!tives dependent on 'IMf-'11-4>.w instead of imperatives 1n Rom. 12:2. Michel and the majority
of other commentators say that the imperatives are surely the
original form. Cf. Der Brief an die R<Smer 1n Itritischexefetischer Kommentar ttber das ieue !estament (hlrteenth
edt'ion; G!tt1ngen: Vandenhoeck l Ruprecht, 1§66), IV, 292,
footnote 2.
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agen; in the imperative he urges, "Do not be conformed to
this aeon."

How can the old aeon, to which the baptized

person died, continue to be a threat to the Christian man?
This raises a question about the use of Paul. 1 s indicatives
and imperatives. 5
This much can be categorically stated: the imperative
does not summon the believer to make his life in the sphere
of Christ valid, but rather arises out of the absolute reality
of the indicative, that is, of his inclusion in the realm of
Christ; 6 the indicative does not describe the ideal and then
the imperative reality. 1 Baptism is entrance into life under
grace; the imperative can no more require the believer to
make entrance again than one can be asked to be re-circumcised.
In order to answer the question as to whether Pau1 1 s indicative and imperative are in tension the relationship
between them must be seen in its proper context.

Christ died

to sin once and for all.

The believer

He rose from the dead.

5Here is another example which illustrates the seeming
paradox in Paul's use of the indicative and imperative. In
the indicative Paul. says, "As~ of you as were baptized
into Christ have :put on Christ" (Gal. ,:27); in the imperative,
"Put on the Lord Jesus Christ and make no provision for the
flesh" (Rom. 13:14).
6 cf. G. Bornkarnm, "Taufe und neues Leben bei Paul.us,"
Das Ende des Gesetzes Gesammelte Aufsat~ I in Beitree zur

ev~eilschen Theoiofle (llfih edltlon;chen: chr.lser
Ver ag, 1966), XVI, 5.
7H. Sch1ier, Der Brief an die Galater in Xritischexefetischer Kommentar fiber das Beue Testament (Thirteenth
edi Ion; G8ttlngen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1965), VII, 265.
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was baptized into Christ and l.ives in him in this present
age.

The dominion of the Lord is a fact, which the imperative

does not question.

It affirms it.

The address of the im-

perative to Christians is based on their inclusion in the
sphere of the Lord Jesus Christ.

The imperative "do not

be conformed" means to resist the tyranny of the ol.d age.
There is no contradiction in telling a man that he is a
member of the new age and then urging him to appropriate
allegiance. 8
The question was raised above as to whether Paul by
his use of the imperative is asking the believer to make
the indicative valid.

In other words, after having assert-

ed the indicative, does Paul then give the last word to the
imperative in the final analysis? When confronted with life
as it really is, does Paul in actuality make use of the imperative alone?

The unity of the indicative and the im-

perative lies in these words of Paul: "You are in the Spirit"
(Rom. 8:9,11,16).

The Spirit is the enabl.ing power and guide

in the new life of the Christian (Rom. 8:2,4).

11

1f we l.ive

by the Spirit, let us also wal.k by the Spirit 11 (Gal.. 5:25).
The imperative never proceeds beyond the sphere of the Spirit.
8To tel.l. a man that he is in a new sphere of existence
and then to ask him to exhibit its moral. qual.ity is not incongruous. The seem1Dg tension between the imperatives and
indicatives in Paul. is resol.ved when the imperative is seen
as the (ethical) product of the indicative; compare Gal.. 3:37
with Rom. 13:14; Rom. 6:2 with 6:12-13 and Col.. 3:5; also Col.
3:9 (Rom. 6:6) with Eph. 4:22.
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When Pau1 moves from the indicative to the imperative, he
never sets aside or takes lightly the presence and power of
the Holy Spirit.

The importance of the gift of the indwell-

ing Spirit for the understanding of the imperative is observable in that Paul never addresses his imperative to anyone who
does not have the Spirit of Christ.
Paul calls for the fruits of the Spirit, not works,
with the imperative.

The imperative suschbatisesthe has an

intimate connection with the indicative.

The indicative pre-

supposed here is: "You were set free from, you died to the
old aeon. 11

The imperative does not say:

11

Set yourselves

free" or "Keep yourselves free from this age by your own
resources. 119 The imperative urges: "Do not be conformed to
this present aeon."

Resisting conformation is not a work on

the part of the believer, but the fruit of life under grace.
The subject addressed by the imperative is the Christian man.
He must not be made the embodiment of the old aeon.
not asked to break the

11

ije is

schema11 of the present aeon, but is

urged not to be "re-schematised. 11
There is a need for the imperative, an urgent need.
The believer must struggle against sin, even though he died
to it in baptism.

Pau1 must encourage and exhort his readers

9Bornkamm says that the believer has been set free from
sin and is therefore in a new situation. Accordingly, he
continues the imperative "let not sin reign" (Rom. 6:12)
does not ~ean: 11werfet die Sunde von ihrem Thron, sondern:
lasst sie nicht mehr auf ihren Thron. 11 Borr,kaJDJD, XVI, 48.
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to live by faith.

The old age, not the new aeon, seems to

be in control; the latter may appear to be illusory.

At

the same time there is much in the believer that is susceptible to the temptations of the body and flesh (Rom.
6:12; 13:14; Gal. 5:16).

Paul explicitly names his body

and its members as an adversary (Rom. 6:1,; I Cor. 9:27). 10
Further, the real identity of the believer is hidden with
Christ in God (Col. 3:3).

That Jesus is stronger than sin

and that his victory is in behalf of the believer can be
grasped and brought into one's concrete life only through
faith (Gal. 2:20); the present age makes no such assertion
(I Oor. 2:6-8).

Again and again the indicative must be pro-

claimed to the believer who is still in, but not of the old
aeon.

The Christa.an must be exhorted again and again to

take the indicative into his intercourse with the world
where the struggle between the Spirit and the flesh takes
place.

It is only by hearing the indicative (the gift of

power from on high) and by heeding the imperative (to use
the power of God) that the believer can assert the life of
10The members of the body are in a particularly precarious situation because of the manner in which sin operates.
Bornkamm (ibid.), in speaking of the urgency of the imperative, underscores the deceptiveness of sin: "Die Mahnung
bekommt von daher ihre Dringlichkeit, denn eben dies 1st der
betrugerische Weg der Slliide, dass sie nichts haben will ala
die Glieder und dabei den Eindruck noch vorgaukelt, ala
blieben wir selbst ungeschoren, ala verfielen wir 1hn nicht
dadurch, dass wir 1hr unsere Glieder uberlassen, 11mit Haut
und Haar. n Sie _greift n:l..cht mehr frontal an, sondern auf
dem Umweg uber '1,r1lvf'f.a.,
des (.sic]Leibes. 11
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Christ in this present age.

The on-going struggle to which

the Christian as a resident a1ien in this world is ca1led
is a demonstration of the power of the Spirit and a testimony to the new life in Christ and to the rea1ity of the
new age in this present aeon.

The emphasis on the Spirit's

power in the life of the believer does not mitigate at a11
against the dignity and responsibility of the believer, for
significantly, the imperative is addressed not to the Holy
Spirit, but to the Christian man.

The believer is a member

of the eschatological community which possesses the Spirit.
He ought not conform to this present age.

As a member of

the new aeon, he must affirm his death to the old aeon. The
imperative is a call to battle11 and a call for obedience. 12
Paul's imperatives stand within the limits of his indicatives.

This is true for suschtmatizesthe.

The indicative

assumed here is "You died to the powers of the old age. 11
The believer must live in detachment from the old aeon.

The

works of the flesh are a1ien to him; the believer senses this
(Rom. 6:21).

The works of the flesh are alien to the Christ-

ian because he lives in a new sphere of existence with a new
Lord.

The imperative

11

do not be conformed to this aeon° is

based on the fact that the Christian stands :tree from it.
11 P. Althaus, Der Brief an die Rc5mer in Das Heue Testament Deutsch (Tenth edition; G8tt1Dgen: Vandenhoeck l
Ruprecht, 1966), VI, 59.
12Bornkarnm, XVI, 45.
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His proper Lord is not the old aeon.
Paul's imperative "do not be conformed to this age"
is intimately connected with his concern about the moral.
life of Christians.

"Christianity according to st. Paul.

is not mere morality, but for him morality itself is not
!!!!£! morality. 1113 The immediate -purpose of Paul's imperative susch;matizesthe is to exhort his readers to resist
being conformed to the present evil age and its standards.
\
"
For Christians the standard is IU"N..
'\tYt•f"-.

If the be-

liever Is intercourse with the world corresponds to the
standards of the old aeon, he will have little success in
seeking out God's will for himself in everyday life.

Ac-

cordingly the ultimate purpose in the use of susch"ematizesthe
is related to the quest for God's will.

An indispensable

step in the pursuit of God's will for the Christian life
is the rejection of inappropriate standards.
Seeking Out the Will of God
The second imperative,

f&•T411-'-•r•••t-&I , 14

tively related to the pursuit of God's wil.~ .

is posi-

Paul's purpose

clause "that you may prove what is the will. of God" is attached to metamorpho~sthe: •Be transformed • • • that you may
1 3n. E. H. Whiteley, The Theology of St. Paul (Phi.l.adel.phia: The Fortress Press, 1§64), P• 205.
1 4-iiereafter metamo!:.P4ol.sthe.
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prove what is the will of God" (Rom. 12:2).

The immediate
agent for the required metamorphosis is the V•~S : 15 "Be

transformed by the renewal of your !!.2!!,.n -The subject of
the metamorphosis is the believers.

In order to state Pau1 1 s

instructions for seeking God's will, we must first investi-

-

gate the word no'ft.s.

Secondly, an understanding of the re-

-

lationship between the renewal of the nots and the metamorphosis of the believer must be gained; this understanding
will enable us to proceed to dokimazein.

This much can be

stated now: In order to gain a more comprehensive, more profound knowledge and affirmation of God's will for his life,
the believer must be continually transformed in this present
aeon by the renewal of his n~s.

-

For Paul no~s is not a divine element in man which re~
lates man by nature to God; it does not have an existence
apart from physical man.

The n~s is not a special faou1ty

which is confined to intellectual and rational activities;
does not function in vacuo. Paul uses nots
a non-n~s
----philosophical, popu1ar manner to depict
as a thiDking,
in

man

evaluating and planning creature.

~ 0.1a.:.-.
c.
-r-9'

1 6 and n-•s
ou

both describe the same historical entity, but from different
points of view.

Man as s!ma is man-1n-relat1on; 17 man as

-

15uereafter nots.
1 6uereafter ~ -

-

17a. o. Tannehill, ~ ~ ·and Rising with Christ in Beiheft zur Zeitschrift fttr eneutestamentllche Wissenschalt
(Berlin: Veriag ll?red T8peJmium, 1967), XXXII, 71.
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~ is man-in-direction.

No11s can be translated "mind,"
"character," "attitude," and 11understand1ng.n18 Nola is

man in his capacity to orientate himself to his surroundings; it tells what kind of a man one is.
The character of a man is determined by what rules him,
whether it be the flesh or the Spirit (Gal. 5:16-25).
man

If a

is under the flesh, he has a noffs of flesh (Col. 2:18);

-

if he is in Christ, he has the no1ls of Christ {I Cor. 2:16).
He lives either according to the flesh or according to the
Spirit.

There is no neutral position.

Further, no1ls is in-

-----

separably part of man; it does not function in vacuo.
comments on Col. 2:18:

Moe

Ist der Mensch fleischlich, so bleibt auch sein Sinn,
seine Vernunft, fleischlich. Ist dagegen der Mensch
geistlich geworden, dann wird sein Sinn erneuert und
geistlich. Deshalb fordert denn auch der Apostel,
dass der Nus seiner Leser erneuert warden soll. Der
Nus gehort an und fur sich zur naturlichen Ausstattung
des Menschen. Aber er soll durch die Wiedergeburt nicht
ausgeschaltet werden, sondern nur einen neu9n Charakter
erhalten, sp dass er von einem
-rRs f'kflC.eS zu einem
v,v,r ,..; 11'YfUf'IIT•J wird. Die Erneuerung des Sinnes
geschieht eben durch den Geist.19

v••.t

The renewal of the noffs goes to the very core of the believer's being, into the spirit of the nof?s (Eph. 4:23).

Renewal

18on nofts, cf. w. D. Stacey, The Pauline View of Man
(London: Macmillan & Co., 1956), pp. 198-205; R. Buitrnann,
Theoloe of the New Testament, translated from the German by
K. Groei (New Yori:
oharies Scribner's Sons, 1951), I, 211220; and o. Moe, 11 Vernunft und Geist im Neuen Testament,"
Zeitschrift fur systematisohe Theologie, XI (1934), 351-391.
19Moe, XI, 361.
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-

A

of the nous means that the basis of a man's life has shifted from the ground of the flesh to that of the Spirit.
In order for the Christian to test for God's will in daily

-

life, he must be continually transformed by his renewed n~s.

,

An

observation concerning Paul's use of renewal (IC'1 "'• 11 and

,._,

its derivatives) and transformation ( f,l•Pr"
vatives) is in order here.

--

, rJ("f'"'

and deri-

Paul does not speak of the transA

A

formation of man as !12'!!!!, but he does speak of man as soma as
being transformed.

On the other hand, Paul does not assert the

-

""
renewal of the soma,
but he does speak of the renewal of man as
A

~-

Paul's use of "renewal of your mind" in connection with

the transformation of the believer indicates that the Christian
must no longer let his relationship to the world be determined
by

the old aeon; in order to discover God's will for himself in

daily life, the believer must let his intercourse with the world
be governed by his renewed nous.

,,.

The noq§ of flesh is claimed by the old aeon; it can
in no way enable a man to please God.

Paul says that the

heathen lmew God, but did not re~pond properly to this knowledge.

,.

The truth exposed the futility of the !l2l!,!!. of flesh.

Although the heathen lmew God, the ethical range of their
thinking did not permit them to honor God as God.
confused the Creator with his creation (Rom. 1:25).

They
"They

became (fp11.T1&1..:811r.av ) futile in their thinking" (Rom. 1:21).
~
'
20 it showed itself
In that the nous
of flesh made God t'-AT•,•S

2%ereafter mataios or mataioi.
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to be mataios and was condemned to emptiness and vanity. 21
The heathen not only did the things worthy of death, they
also applauded others who did the same things (Rom. 1:,2).
~

t

,

C•••K•t'"._r£Y ) to hold God
>t I
,.
in knowledge, God gave them up to an t1••K•t1" Y•••
n
"Since they did not see fit
(Rom. 1:28).

Paul plays on words here: no worth placed on

-

God; no worth derived from the noila.
The noetic (man-in-direction) and somatic (man-inrelation) aspects of man under the flesh are complementary
and reenforcing.

How man thinks and what he is have a bear-

ing on what he does; what he does has an effect upon his

character.

The threefold judgment "God gave them up" (Rom.

1:24,26,28) falls upon both the somatic activity and the
futile thinking of the heathen man, a potent description of
the hopeless position of the man under the powers of the old
aeon.

Any sensitivity he might have toward the truth of God

is clouded by what he does, and he proceeds into greater iniquity and darknes~ (Rom. 6:19; Eph. 4:18).

Jama, that is, the believer in his capacity to relate to the world, must be under a new
The believer as

sphere of

influence.

-

noffs.

His somatic life must be governed by his renewed

-

The believer as s!ma must be transformed into an actual

instrument of the new aeon within the old.

-

As s!ma the

21 In the LXX the pagan gods were called mataioi, "worthlessnesses," "nothingnesses"; those who went after them were
themselves made mataioi (4 Kings 17:15; Jer. 2:15).
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Christian is neither a force for righteousness nor sin.
This is true before and after baptim.
~ is a1ways ruled.

The believer as

After baptim the s9ma, though not a

body of death (Rom. 7:24), is still weak and mortal (Rom. 6:12)
and ethically dead (Rom. 8:10).

At.Sv

-

and nofts serve as

opposite poles (Rom. 12:2), while the sphere of contention
is the believer as s'Sma..

Pau1 urges his readers:

11

Be trans-

formed by the renewal of your noffs. 11
The believer is transformed by his renewed mind.

A

word of caution needs to be noted here.
the

.s&

Through renewal of
the Christian does not become a divine being, 22 nor

is the no~s an independent moral agent.

The believer lives

according to the Spirit, not according to nofls.
not a self-authenticating standard.

The no!s is

The Spirit, by his pre-

sence and power, makes of the nof!s of flesh, which is ill.,,.,, 23
a renewed no~s, which is renewed for dokima.zein (Rom. 1:28;
12:2).

Further, the Spirit does not overwhelm or displace

the noffs as in ecstacy and so render man as noffs superfluous.
The Spirit does not rule autocratically.

The Spirit mediates

22The opposite of a noUs of flesh is not, to be sure,
a noffs of the Spirit. Pau!'can and does speak of the noffs
of flesh as being flesh (Col. 2:18), but he does not say
that the no~s which is renewed by the Spirit is in actuality
the Spirit. 11 Das Produkt der Geistesmitteilung 1st nicht
ein neues Gottwesen, sondern ein neuer Mensch! Das Ich
und das Selbstbewusstsein des Christen bleiben erhalten";
cf. Moe, XI, 383.
23Herea~ter adokimos.
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the Lordship of Jeeua. 24

dokimazein the will of God because it is sustained by Christ
The renewed no9s can transform the be1iever and a1so

and has Christ as its center ~I Cor. 1:10; Phi1. 2:2,5).

Be-

lievers have the no9s of Christ and consequent1y an insight
into the very counsel of God (I Cor. 2:16).

Through the re-

newal of the no~s the Christian does not mere1y gain new
information and correct insight; rather Christ himself becomes the light of his mind.

A living Lord, not abstract

guidelines, directs the believer.

In this connection it

can be observed that Paul uses none in the singular (Rom. 12:2).
Believers have one mind, a new mind, the mind of Christ.
The mind of Christ is the only option apart from the mind
of flesh.
are.

Believers have one Lord; he determines what they

This all suggests that Christians are not individual

moral agents, but they are part of a movement, a whole segment of redeemed humanity, who are to resist conformation to
the old aeon and manifest the rule of Christ.
The immediate purpose of metamorphoffsthe is to cal1 the
believer to live in accord with his new life in Christ.
Transformation has its practical manifestation in the 1ife of

24The revelation of Jesus as Lord is not recognized by
the none of flesh (I Cor. 1:18-25), but is taught by the
Spirit (I Cor. 2:12-14; 12:,). The Spirit is of the Lord
(I Cor. 15:45; 2 Cor. ,:17); he opens the mind of the be11ever
to the Lordship of Jesus. Accordingly Jesus, not the Spirit,
is the u1timate authority in the church for Pau1. Papi can
and does speak of himself as taking eve-ry thought ( v• 'I'.,. )
of Christians captive to obey Christ (2 Cor. 10:5).
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the Christian in the world.

The be11ever must resist the

"schema" of the old aeon and must be continually changed
into the likeness of the Head of the new aeon (2 Cor. 3:18).
The "schema" of the old aeon shows itself in a man's dealings and interaction with the world; this "schema" must
cease appearing in the believer's life.

The continual trans-

-

formation of the believer as s8ma (Rom. 12:2; Phil. 3:21)
manifests itself in the Christian's concrete life as he
lives in the old aeon claimed by the new.
Paul urges his readers to be transformed that they
might prove what is the will of God.
A
purpose of metamorphousthe.

This is the ultimate

Believers can test for God's

will because their mind has been and is being renewed.
newal is important.

Paul's

Re-

All men have no9s, but not all can

dokimazein the will of God.

emphasis on renewal can

be seen in the issue of eating meat and observing special
days in Romans 14.

What is at stake is not the question of

the rightness or the wrongness of eating or not eating meat,
nor is it simply the observance of certain days.

As far as

they are concerned Paul advises: "Let every man be ful1y
convinced in his own mind" (verse 5).

The real issue, how-

ever, centers in judging and in offending one's brother in
the faith.

As such there is no purely logical, mathemati.cal.

course to follow, and certainly no legali.stic one.

Love for

the Lord and for the brother breaks al.l bounds of purely
rational thinking by this world's standards.

The believer

must relate himself to real need, to actual circumstances.
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He must act, not contra rationem, but supra rationem.

It

is not nous, but noils renewed and led by the Spirit of Jesus which enables the believer to live as a member of the
new age in this fallen world.
Paul often asks his hearers to scrutinize (as God does}
their lives.
of this.

Hie use of dokimazein offers abundant examples

Believers shou.id examine themselves: "Let a man

examine himself, and so eat of the bread • • • 11 (I Cor. 11:

tt,,,p.{C.~, ) yourselves, to see whether you

28); "Examine

are holding fast to your faith.

.

~yourselves • • • •
~

,

~

,,

, _,,.

unless you fail to meet the test (It ~-.Tl 4••1C1f.'•1 t• .. }n
(2 Cor. 13:5).

-

The Christian also ought to "test his own

work" {Gal. 6:4).

everything, hold fast to what is

11 ~

good" (I Thees. 5:21}.
of light and

"m l,2

Christians ought to walk as children

learn what is pleasing to the Lord"

{Eph. 5 :8-10).
Paul himself runs, and he pommels his body, not to receive a perishable wreath, but an imperishable one (I Cor.
9:24-27).

He does not merely want to live, and certainl.y

not in an aimless {I Cor. 9:26) and adokimos manner (2 Cor.
13:5).

He wants to live for Christ (Rom. 14:8; 2 Cor. 5:12;

Phil. .1 : 21 ) •
To every believer there come situations not of his own
making, for which there are no known or proven courses of
action for him to follow.

In these uncharted areas of life

the Christian will desire to please God.

Then again there
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are numerous opportunities for de1iberate pursuit of God's
will.

The aim of the baptized man is to please God by doing

But to do the will of

the divine will in every circumstance.

God one must lmow it, and to lmow it one must probe for it.

-

-

The n~s is renewed for dokimazein (as well as for transforming the believer).

The renewed nous, however, is no guar-

antee that one will secure God's will.

-

A
The renewed nous
is

not able to extrapolate or theorize as to what is pleasing
to God in isolation from concrete life.
given.

The will of God is

This does not mean that the believer is to await a

special revelation of God's will.
.function.!!! vacuo.

The noUs, however, does not

Paul's purpose clause "that you may prove

what is the will of God 11 is dependent upon the present imperative

11

be transformed."

One wou1d expect dokimazein to

fall exclusively within the domain of the renewed nofts, and
this is the case.

However Pau1 does not simply turn to the

renewed mind for dokimazein in Rom. 12:2.

His appea1 is:

"Be transformed • • • that you may prove what is the will of
God. 11
In the uncharted areas of life the believer as noUs
can only test and weigh as to what is or might be the will
of God.

The testing ground is the believer's encounter with

the world.

Theorizing as to what is pleasing to God apart

from real life and actual involvement in concrete life has
no promise of success.

On the other hand, the believer can-

not engage in life arbitrarily in accordance with the
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standards of the passing aeon.

The possibility of testing
\

for God's will is excluded when one is living lkt'a

I
.-.crtt"
.

Paul's instruction is to meet life in this fallen world as
a member of the new age, as one who is in the realm of Christ.
Only if one's life is under the transforming power of Christ
is he able to test for the will of God in this present evil
aeon.
The preface for seeking God's will is the sacrifice of
the sama.

The surrender of the body, though it must be re-

peated, must be decisive.

The presentation of the body as a

living , holy and well-pleasing sacrifice is already the wil~
of God.

The believer who attempts to test for God's will

apart from somatic sacrifice has little hope for success.
If the Christian seeks God's will with reservation, he is
not taking the will of God seriously.

Only with prior com-

mitment and total, decisive surrender in actual life to the
will of God can the believer further seek God's will with
the promise of establishing it for himself.
More than commitment is required, however, if one wants
to approve {by testing) what God's will is for his everyday
life.

Here Paul's imperatives lend assistance.

11

Do not be

conformed to this aeon" since the standards of this age are
at cross-purposes with the will of God.
is not the baptized man's proper Lord.

The old aeon, further,
The believer, if he

allows himself to be conformed to this age, cannot discover
God's will for himself.

"Be transformed by the renewal of
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your noUs. 11

""
as !.2!!!!•

The subject of the imperative is the bel.ievers

His somatic activity or his intercourse with the

world mu.st be in opposition to the flesh.

' "ff'V••,,...
.. •

IC.&T.a.

He mu.st live

The Christian lives in the Spirit; he must

also walk in the Spirit {Gal. 5:25).

Both imperatives point

the Christian to his proper Lord; both imperatives mu.st be
heeded if the believer is to seek God's will with the promise of establishing it for himself.

Both imperatives are

ultimately concerned with dokimazein.
The immediate agent for the transformation of the be-

is encouraged to test for the divine will.

liever, the no«s, was renewed for dokimazein.

The bel.iever

The man in Christ

must set his mind { ♦ P• v{111 ) on the things of the Spirit and
the things above {Rom. 8:5; Col. 3:1-2).

By directing him-

self to the things above the Christian maintains his distinction from the "schema" of this present age and is free
(to become a slave of righteousness).

To set the mind on the

things of the Spirit is to put to death the deeds of the mortal body and its members {Rom. 8:15; Col. 3:5-6).

Far from

being a call for "spiritual" or other-worldly l.iving, setting
the mind of the things above is down to earth, concrete l.iving.

The believer, by allowing himsel.f to be transformed by

the renewal of his no~s, is the manifestation of the new
l.ife in Christ in the midst of the present evil age.

For the

first time his encounter with real. life is reasonable and
unemcumbered by the passing standards of this world; his

11,

life corresponds to the truth of' God.
per Lord.

He affirms his pro-

His life in the mortal ,!2!!!! is accordingly the

testing ground f'or the will of' God.
The reasonable response to the mercies of' God is the

is worked by the mercies of God.

dedication of' the sSma to the will of' God.

This sacrifice

The mercies of God also

urgently press the Christian to a deeper knowledge and more
profound affirmation of' the divine will.
God are decisive.

The mercies of

Even though the believer dedicates himself

to God's will and also tests f'or it, he nevertheless cannot
establish God's will by himself'.

The believer must simply

and faithfully entrust himself' to God and trust that God will
direct his steps, that is, reveal his will.

The life and

worship of the believer is upheld by the mercies of God.
At the heart of A•r,11c~ A.r.-rpe(~ is somatic sacrifice.
The surrender of one's will and self to God is what Paul
calls reasonable service (to God).

It is with noffs, renewed

noffs, which is open to the truth of God and the Lordship of
Jesus, that one matures in Christian worship.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
The concept of sacrifice is helpful for distinguishing
Pauline worship from the piety or worship of Hellenism and
Judaism.

For Paul somatic sacrifice is worship. The surrender of oneself as o-'-fL"" 1 in a sacrifice which is J.iving,
holy and acceptable to God corresponds to the wil.l of the

true living God.

At the same time placing oneself at God's

disposal in actual life is the presupposition for earnestJ.y
seeking out what God demands, ~oa,ac~ A.a.Tp6{"- • 2
Stoicism virtually rejects sacrifice; somatic sacrifice--

,.

-

regardless of how soma is understood--would be unheard of.
The Hermetic literature completely spiritualizes sacrifice;

Aoiu,\. lvr,'.,. is the total renunciation of the outward, material world and withdrawal into an inner sanctuary.

Philo

and Hellenistic Judaism do not flatly set cul.tic sacrifice
aside, yet because they are away from Jerusalem, they can
not execute the Old Testament regulations concerning sacrifice.

Philo and other Hellenistic Jews, among whom there

is a greater or lesser degree of Hellenistic influence,
treat sacrifice symbolically or establish a theory of
1Hereafter 9.
2Hereafter logika latreia.
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substitutes for sacrifice.

Palestinian Judaism, as long

as it is possible, practices the Old Testament sacrificial
ordinances exactingly.

However Palestinian Judaism also

holds that the demands of the law are met in the spiritualization of sacrifice and the theory of equivalence.

Sac-

rifice is a means of carrying out the law!
In Hellenism and in Paul the conception of the Deity
and of man are important for answering the questions of
what worship or piety is and how one arrives at it.

Though

Paul and his Hellenistic contemporaries speak of worshiping
God in spirit, they are not in accord as to what this means.
Man in Hellenism is a dichotomy of body and soul.

Though

both of these are materially conceived, the soul is seen
as man's inner, higher, immortal nature through which he has
kinship with the gods.
higher being.

Worship or piety is related to man's

The word Aor11/sitself has its conceptual

origin in the polemic of the early Greek philosophers against
the cultic sacrifices of popular religion. Man, as Aer1K~v
-S,.,, , 3 worships or pursues excellence according to the high-

•

er nature which he shares with the gods.

As the outward and

material recede in piety, the spiritual, inward perfection
gains sway.

The body itself is of slight significance for

perfection or for the good, and it is even despised.
3Cf. note 14, Chapter II, p.a.
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For Paul, who does not seem to hold a dichotomy of body

-

and soul at all, and certainly does not view the s9ma as a
~
~
pri son of the soul, the ,!2!!!, or the believer as .!2!!!!:, is

the whole self' of' the Christian as he is able to communicate
and come into contact with the concrete world.

In contrast

-

to Hellenism the metamorphosis of the soma
" is God's will.
This is clearly a notion absurd to the Stoics as well as incompatible with their view of' man and the gods.

For Paul

worship is set in the antithesis of Creator/creature and
not based upon a natural relationship between man's higher
being and the gods.

The will of God for the Christian is

the sanctification of the whole of' creaturely life.

For

Hellenism piety is the severance of the divine part of man
from the lower material existence and the inner perfection
and final liberation of the soul.
a distant goal.

The wise man strives for

For Paul salvation is not redemption from

the body but redemption of' the body; even now the sSma,
called to obedience, exhibits the bestowed goal of sonship
with God.

The will of God for daily life in this present

aeon is for the believer to surrender himself to God's redemptive purpose.
According to the Stoics and mystics the possibility
of arriving at the truth is inherent to man as man (or by
nature). 4 For the Stoics (or mystics) a man cannot discover
4Paul would not deny that the Gentiles know God's will,
but this does not mean that this knowledge arises out of nature

11 'l

the good because of fau1ty reasoning {or ignorance).

If

he is taught to think correctly, that is according to
nature or the indwelling Logos, he will be able to arrive
at the truth.
St. Paul would reject the possibility of finding out
God's will by turning inward (to the Logos) or by resorting
to natura1 reasoning.

God's will is given.

While Hel1enism

cannot extol the union between man as AoJ•K~Y

1it•v

and the

gods and the potential for arriving at the truth high1y
5 of natural man as bearing witenough, Paul sees the
ness to the heathen's separation from God. 6 Paul can even

"ou.s

A

speak of a ~ which is flesh and a base mind, a thought
which would be abhorrent to Hellenism.

For Paul the will of

God is given to the believer, not when he turns inward or
theorizes, but when he places himself in love and trust {without qualifications) at God's disposal among his brothers and
other men.

The Christian must respond to actual life and

or the
nence of the Logos. Whatever knowledge of God's
will the heathen might have has been worked by the Creator..
God. Cf. M. Pohlenz, 11Pau1us und die Stoa," Zeitschrift fur
die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft, XLII, No. 1 (1949), 76-77.
5Hereafter nous.

-

6cf. Pohlenz, XLII 96. G. Bornkamm commenting on The
Wisdom of Solomon (13:1~ in connection with Paul says, 11!lie
f'ut1l1tyo? men ls for Wisdom an expression and a result of
their ignorance of God, for Paul, of their knowledge of him.
For they have neither praised nor thanked him, and for that
reason their thoughts have become vain and darkened"; cf. G.
Bornkamm, 11Faith and Reason in Paul's Epistles," New Testament Studies, IV (1857-1958), 96.
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actual needs of fellow men! 7

Only in such self-giving can

the renewed man be aided by the Spirit to test for God's
will when necessary.
Paul not only denies to natural man the ability to
establish the will of God without revelation, he also rejects the natural man's capability of executing God's wi~l.
In Paul's thinking it is an illusion both to believe that
one can posit God's will simply through a coherent system
of reasoning and that the good can be done once it is known.
The core of man's problem is not in his reasoning or wil~,
but in the grip of sin over himself as no~s and sSma.

The

good which man lmows and consents to is what he can not do.
Under the dominion of the flesh man is unable to check the
flesh nor please God; the gospel is indispensable.

How

radical Paul's assessment of the unbeliever's predicament is
can be seen in his statements concerning the real, essential
will of God.

What pleases God is the edification of a broth-

er in Christ and the calling of the nations to obedience to
the gospel.

God's will is on a plain unknown, undreamed of,

and even foolish as far as the unrenewed noGs is concerned.
The will of God is revealed by and the carrying out of
this will occurs only with the aid of the Holy Spirit, who
7Much could be said about the locale where God's will
is to be sought. God's will is encountered in concrete life
and in meeting one's neighbor. Cf. V. P. Furnish, TheoloQ
and Ethics in Paul (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1968), PP•
203-201; 235-238. I have dealt with what God's will is and
how one pursues it.
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is not natural to man.

The whole of the believer's holy

life began in the Spirit of Jesus and the continual yielding of the believer to this supernatural Spirit is required
both for learning and doing the will of the living God.

The

believer must give up his natural, created self to God; only
in this way does he become one who both discerns and pursues
God's will.
In apposition to God's will in Rom. 12:2 Paul places
"the good, well-pleasing and perfect."

These words are gen-

eral in content and undoubtedly meaningful to Paul's readers
at Rome.

The good, well-pleasing and perfect, no matter

what they meant for the pre-believer, cannot be divorced
from the fundamental contrast between life in Christ and
life apart from Christ.

The good is not what men think ( 11Do

not be conformed to this aeon. 11 ) , but what is acceptable to
God.

The perfect is God's absolute demand to which the be-

liever ought to commit himself wholeheartedly.

In that

Paul calls for the surrender of the sSma he rules out any
idea of adiaphora; he calls for the total surrender.

God's

will ought to pervade all of the believer's thinking and
doing.
Paul is not able to be more specific about what God's
will is for the congregation and its individual members at
Rome than to posit the general words the good, the acceptable
and perfect.

This does not mean that Paul cannot be precise
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in detailing aspects of God's will. 8 An extensive blueprint Paul does not attempt, nor is he able to do so for
others.

The intent of his exhortation in Rom. 12:2 is that

the Roman Christians ought to seek out God's will for themselves.

The good cannot be codified and defined and thereby

limited; it cannot be given full, absolute content.

The

Christian can never be in possession of God's will,!!! _t_ot_o_
so as to obviate testing for what is pleasing to God.
will of God is given.
self to God's will.

The

The believer can only dedicate himGod's wil~ is revealed.

it known for the believer.

God will make

Unlike Hellenism which sought

absolutes, the Christian lives under the promise of God.
Paul and post-exilic Judaism part ways on the purpose
of sacrifice.

In post-exilic (Palestinian) Judaism ex-

piation and atonement are almost the exclusive purpose of
sacrifice. 9
rifice.

This includes the equivalents for ritual sac-

For St. Paul atonement through sacrifice came to

an end in the sacrifice of Christ; it is Christ who reconciled men with God and who intercedes for them (Rom. 5:6-11;

Eph. 5:2).
Sacrifice in the Christian life is worked by the mercy
of God as is the case with Judaism, but never, as is often
8 of., for example, I Cor. 1:1; 8:5; Rom. 15:32; I Thees.
4:3-4; 5:18.

9w. Eichrodt, Theoloff of the Old Testament (Philadelphia:
The Westminster Press, 19 1), I, 168.
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the case with Judaism, is sacrifice a means to secure or
assure God's mercy.

Pau1 holds somatic sacrifice to be

God's will; but he wou1d never consider Christian sacrifice
as an avenue for bending God's will.

In Judaism, on the

other hand, sacrifice can be and often is connected with
the will of the people.

The will of Israel, which may or

may not have been in accord with God's will, centered for
many Jews in their nationalistic and Messianic hopes, the
hopes of the descendents of Abraham according to the flesh. 10
Ritual sacrifice and its equivalents are seen as acts of
obedience which will atone for the sins of the people and
so insure the destiny of Israel according to the flesh.
Whether this obedience is the will of God or not, is not
seriously questioned, nor can it be as long as obedience
to the demand of God for sacrifice is a means to influence
God or bind him to some course of action unilaterally on
the basis of Israel's obedience or merit.

For many Jews,

sacrifice has lost the covenantal setting it originally had.
For Paul and the Old Testament sacrifice calls for the
surrender of self-will, and so the whole of the life of the
community and its members, to the will of God.

Paul can

1°For a discussion of sacrifice in post-exilic Judaism
in the context of the will of God and the will of the sacrifices see: o. Schmitz, Die OpferanschauTe des siateren
Judentums und die O ferauss en des Neuen estamen s
ingen: J. c. B. Mohr
Paul Se ec
, 1910, PP• 193196. For material relating to the role of atonement and
merit in post-exilic sacrifice see: Eichrodt, I, 168-172.
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speak of the believers as worshiping God, not on the basis

-forth

A
of the flesh or merit, but in placing the soma
at God's

disposal.

In this way, a people can show

God's will

and be a light to those within and without the household
of faith, truly a light to the nations.
The community of faith in Christ and its members witness
not to themselves.

They are not the light, and certainl.y

not the Light of the world, but, in somatic obedience, a
light.

They witness to and serve him who is the Light of

the world.

A

Logike latreia is not the elevation of what is

noble or divine in man, nor is it the furtherance of the
will of a people.

A

Logike latreia is self-surrender and

dedication to the will of God in all of life.

Placing one's

relationship to the world under God's claim is the proper
response to the mercies of God.

This self-oblation consti-

tutes for Paul "reasonable worship."
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